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Summary 

Hops are an indispensable und valuable raw material in beer production. The cultivation and 

breeding of the hop plant (Humulus lupulus L.) from the Middle Ages have resulted in a 

multitude of varieties with different aroma properties for brewers to choose from. In recent 

years, there has been an increase in the production of intensely flavored specialty beers using 

new hop varieties. These “creative beers”, referred to as craft beers, are often brewed with 

the flavoring method of dry hopping, which achieves a recognizable hoppy flavor. However, 

knowledge regarding the formation of dry hoppy beer flavor is limited. The lack of process 

control leads to high losses of valuable flavor components in dry hopping, as well as unwanted 

variations in the beer flavor. 

In this thesis, potential factors that significantly influence the concentrations of hop flavor 

components during dry hopping were studied with a focus on the investigation of conversion 

reactions, loss- and extraction processes. Consequently, glycosides and glucosidases of the 

hop raw material were analyzed, and biotransformations, adsorption- and volatilization 

processes and the extraction properties of the base beer were investigated. The experiments 

confirmed that essential oil and glycosides of hop contain multiple flavor-active components. 

Furthermore, evidence was provided that hop patterns are suitable for use in dry hopping 

regardless of the seed percentage 1.3 ± 0.3 % or 18.9 ± 2.3 %. In the scope of the present 

studies, dried hop cones and brewing yeast strains showed glycoside-hydrolyzing activity, 0.11 

± 0.01 U/g and 0.07–0.15 U/l, respectively. During dry hopping these enzymes lead to a 

catalytic release of flavor components, which are present in a glycosidically bound form 

(flavor-precursor) in hops. The investigated brewing yeast strains influenced to varying 

degrees the concentration of monoterpene alcohols in dry-hopped wort by de novo synthesis 

of, e.g. linalool, geraniol, β-citronellol, nerol and α-terpineol. Linalool, geraniol, and β-

citronellol are proven to be important components for the citrus hoppy beer flavor. There was 

a difference in geraniol concentration of 5.1 µg/l between a wheat beer yeast strain (TUM 68) 

and a lager beer yeast strain (TUM 69). The decrease in geraniol concentration by geraniol 

metabolism depended on the brewing yeast strain and increased with the level of wort´s 

original gravity; the highest and lowest relative decrease in concentration in the test series 

were 83 % (TUM 193; 18 °P) and 36 % (TUM 506; 7 °P).  

In addition to the monoterpene alcohols, the brewing yeast also influenced volatile and 

hydrophobic terpenes from the hop, e.g. β-myrcene. The volatilization into the gas phase and 

adsorption on the yeast cell significantly reduced the concentration of β-myrcene in dry-

hopped young beer. At cell counts that are common during the main fermentation, approx. 

100 million cells/ml, 98-99 % of the dissolved terpene was irreversibly bound by the yeast 
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strain, regardless of whether it was a bottom- or top-fermenting type. The rise in dry hopping 

temperature and basic beer ethanol content to levels present during main fermentation 

(20 °C) or strong beers (8.1 % v/v ethanol) influenced the transfer rates of flavor-active 

volatiles from hop pellets into test beers. The increase varied depending on the component. 

For β-myrcene the increase was higher (factor 3.2 or 3.4) compared to linalool (factor 1.2 or 

1.6). In addition, a lower yield of essential oil constituents was confirmed at higher hop dosage 

amounts. An increase in the dosage by a factor of 5 led to an increase in β-myrcene and linalool 

by a factor of 1.7 and 3.0, respectively. A theory explaining different yields between the 

essential oil constituents in the series was found. A solubility model was established based on 

the octanol-water partition coefficient (log KOW) of essential oil constituents. The transfer 

rates of the volatile components into the base beer correlated with their log KOW values, the 

higher the hydrophilicity, the higher the transfer rate. The differences in solubility properties 

explained low rates of β-myrcene (0.3–2.7 %) compared to linalool (71–146 %). In connection 

with the extraction of aroma components, indications were confirmed that other groups of 

substances, such as the α-acids, influence the yield of the essential oil components during dry 

hopping. The tendency towards lower transfer rates with increasing α-acid content was 

recorded. 

Overall, the results of this thesis support the approach that the flavor of dry-hopped beer is 

created by selecting the hop variety, brewing yeast strain, basic beer starter material, and by 

setting process parameters. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Hopfen ist ein unverzichtbarer und wertvoller Rohstoff bei der Bierbereitung. Die Kultivierung 

und Züchtung der Hopfenpflanze (Humulus lupulus L.) ab dem Mittelalter haben eine Vielzahl 

an Sorten mit unterschiedlichen Aromaeigenschaften hervorgebracht, auf die Brauer 

zurückgreifen können. In den letzten Jahren werden vermehrt Spezialbiere eines 

aromaintensiven Typs unter der Verwendung neuer Hopfenzüchtungen hergestellt. Diese 

„Kreativ-Biere“, sogenannte Craftbiere, werden oftmals mit der Aromatisierungsmethode 

„Kalthopfung“ gebraut, wodurch ein deutliches Hopfenaroma erzielt werden kann. Trotz des 

Erfolges dieser Biere, ist das Wissen zu der Ausbildung des Kalthopfungsaromas begrenzt. Die 

fehlende Prozesskontrolle bei der Kalthopfung führt zu hohen Verlusten wertgebender 

Aromakomponenten, sowie ungewollten Variationen im Bieraroma.  

In dieser Thesis wurden potenzielle Faktoren untersucht, die während der Kalthopfung 

signifikante Konzentrationsänderungen flüchtiger Hopfenaromakomponenten bewirken 

können mit dem Fokus auf der Untersuchung von Umwandlungsreaktionen, Verlustprozessen 

und Extraktionsvorgängen. Folglich wurde die Analyse der Glycosid- und Glucosidase-

ausstattung des Hopfenrohmaterials sowie die Untersuchung von Biotransformationen, 

Adsorptions- und Verflüchtigungsvorgängen und der Extraktionseigenschaften des Grund-

bieres durchgeführt. 

Die Experimente bestätigten, dass neben dem ätherischen Öl in den Glycosiden des Hopfens 

eine Vielzahl an aromaaktiven Komponenten enthalten sind. Es wurde der Nachweis erbracht, 

dass Hopfenmuster unabhängig der Samenanteile 1,3 ± 0,3 % oder 18,9 ± 2,3 % für den Einsatz 

bei der Kalthopfung geeignet sind. Des Weiteren zeigten getrocknete Hopfendolden und 

Brauhefestämme 0,11 ± 0,01 U/g bzw. 0,07–0,15 U/l glycosidhydrolysierende Aktivität. Die 

Anwesenheit dieser Enzyme bei der Kalthopfung von Bier führt zur katalytischen Freisetzung 

von Aromakomponenten, die in glycosidisch gebundener Form (Aroma-Precursor) in Hopfen 

vorliegen. Die untersuchten Brauhefestämme beeinflussten in unterschiedlichem Maß die 

Konzentrationen monoterpener Alkohole durch die De-novo-Synthese von beispielsweise 

Linalool, Geraniol, β-Citronellol, Nerol und α-Terpineol. Linalool, Geraniol, und β-Citronellol 

sind nachweislich wichtige Komponenten für das Citrus-Hopfenaroma von Bier. Zwischen 

einem Weizenbierhefestamm (TUM 68) und einem Lagerbierhefestamm (TUM 69) lag etwa 

eine Differenz der Geraniolkonzentration von 5,1 µg/l vor. Die Abnahmerate der 

Geraniolkonzentrationen durch den Geraniolmetabolismus hing ebenfalls von dem 

Brauhefestamm ab und stieg mit der Höhe des Stammwürzegehaltes; die höchste bzw. 

niedrigste Konzentrationsverringerung in der Versuchsreihe betrug 83 % (TUM 193; 18°P) 

bzw. 36 % (TUM 506; 7 °P). 
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Neben den monoterpenen Alkoholen wurden Konzentrationen flüchtiger hydrophober 

Terpene des Hopfens, z.B. β-Myrcen, durch die Brauhefe beeinflusst. Die Ausgasung von β-

Myrcen in die Gasphase und die Adsorption an den Hefezellen reduzierten signifikant dessen 

Konzentrationen in Jungbier. Bei Zellzahlen wie sie während der Hauptgärung üblich sind, ca. 

100 Mio. Zellen/ml, wurden 98–99 % des gelösten Terpens von den Hefestämmen irreversibel 

gebunden, unabhängig des Typs ober- oder untergärig. 

Die Erhöhung der Temperatur und des Alkoholgehaltes des Grundbiers, auf Werte die bei der 

Hauptgärung (20 °C) bzw. der Fermentation von Starkbieren vorkommen (8,1 % v/v Ethanol), 

steigerten die Transferraten flüchtiger Hopfenkomponenten aus dem Hopfenpellet in das 

Bier. Die Zunahme schwankte je nach Komponente, für β-Myrcen war die Steigerung höher 

(Faktor 3,2 bzw. 3,4) im Vergleich zu Linalool (Faktor 1,2 bzw. 1,6). Darüber hinaus wurde 

bestätigt, dass mit höheren Hopfendosagemengen die Ausbeute sinkt. Eine Erhöhung der 

Dosage um den Faktor 5 führte zu Zunahme an β-Myrcen und Linalool um die Faktoren 1,7 

bzw. 3,0. Für die erfassten Unterschiede zwischen den ätherischen Ölkomponenten in den 

Ausbeuten in den Versuchsreihen wurde eine Erklärung gefunden. Ein Löslichkeitsmodel 

basierend auf den Octanol-Wasser Verteilungskoeffizienten (log KOW) wurde aufgestellt. Die 

Transferraten der ätherischen Ölkomponenten in das Grundbier korrelierten mit ihren log 

KOW-Werten, je höher die Hydrophilie, desto höher die Transferrate. Die Unterschiede in den 

Löslichkeitseigenschaften erklärten die niedrigen Raten von β-Myrcen (0,3–2,7 %) im 

Vergleich zu Linalool (71–146 %). Im Zusammenhang der Extraktion von Aromakomponenten 

wurden Hinweise bestätigt, dass weitere Stoffgruppen, etwa die α-Säuren, die Ausbeute der 

ätherischen Ölkomponenten bei der Kalthopfung beeinflussen. Die Tendenz zu geringeren 

Transferraten mit steigendem α-Säure-Gehalt wurde erfasst.  

Die Ergebnisse dieser Dissertation zeigen, dass das Aroma kaltgehopfter Biere über die 

Auswahl der Hopfensorte, den Brauhefestamm, das Grundbier und die Einstellung der 

Prozessparameter gestaltet werden kann.
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1 Introduction and motivation 

For centuries, hops have been a crucial raw material to impart microbiological stability to beer. 

Hop-derived components in beer are primarily associated with many aromatic impressions 

and taste experiences. In beer brewing, hops are generally added between the start of wort 

boiling and final beer filtration. The hop addition timing influences different process-related 

reactions that impact the utilization and extraction of volatile and non-volatile hop 

components and their subsequent contribution to the beer aroma [1, 2]. Beers with hoppy 

flavor are usually brewed by adding multiple and late dosages. For this, hops are added to the 

wort kettle towards the end of boiling, during the whirlpool rest (late hopping) and to green 

and lager beer, when it is called dry hopping. Dry hopping refers to the addition of the hop 

product, e.g. cones or pellets to green or bright beer during primary and secondary 

fermentation and beer lagering. This “rediscovered” old traditional flavoring technique [3] can 

produce intensely hoppy beers, whose flavor profiles differ considerably from kettle- or late-

hopped beers [4–6]. The odor of dry-hopped beer is often described as being reminiscent of 

the raw hop aroma. The flavor of dry-hopped beers is the result of multiple interactions of 

compounds that are disproportionately extracted from complex raw material. Lots of 

technical and analytical issues are often not completely understood, although much research 

has been conducted in the field of hopping beer [7]. Explaining key factors that influence the 

transfer of volatile hop constituents into wort or beer could be beneficial for creating hoppy 

beer flavors. Controlling the method of dry hopping in a more targeted manner would be a 

great way of creating extraordinary beers with various flavors. 

Currently, there is interest in using the aroma potential of the hop raw material for beer odor. 

In the last two decades, not only in the U.S. but also in many countries with a beer tradition, 

such as Belgium, Germany and the Czech Republic, more and more breweries have 

successfully introduced a special type of beer, termed craft beer, into a highly competitive 

market [1]. Many of these craft brewers use hops primarily as a spice within dry hopping that 

contributes significantly to the beer character. Although craft beers represent 2 % of the world 

beer market share (2019), 20 % of the world´s hop production is used for these beers [8]. The 

breeding and cultivation of hop varieties with intense exotic fruit-like or citrus fruit-like 

aromas are closely related to craft beers brewed with these hops, which have proved popular 

with beer consumers. Thus, hops play a key role in this movement.  
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1.1 The hop plant 

The genus Humulus is a dioecious, perennial, climbing vine capable of heights ranging from 2–

6 meters on trellis structures. This genus belongs to the Cannabaceae family of the Urticales 

suborder that belongs to the natural order of Rosales [9]. The only other genus in the family 

is Cannabis (Figure 1), which is solely represented by C. sativa (i.e. Indian hemp, marijuana, or 

hashish) [10]. The genus Humulus is represented by three species, the “common hop” 

Humulus lupulus L., the “Japanese hop” H. japonicus Zieb. et Zucc [11] and Humulus 

yunnanensis Hu [12]. 

 

 

Figure 1  Classification of the hop plant [9, 13] 

 

1.1.1 Cultivation of unfertilized and fertilized hops 

The female plant of Humulus lupulus L. (Figure 2) is the only hop species that contains 

components relevant to beer brewing [1]. Apart from the minimal use of Humulus lupulus L. 

in pharmacology or as ornamentals, about 97 % of cultivated hops worldwide are used for 

brewing purposes. The hop plant is cultivated in temperate climate regions that are located 

between latitudes 35° and 55° of the northern and southern hemispheres. Consequently, a 

considerable amount of the growing season has more than 13 hours of daylight, which is a 

prerequisite for flowering. Additionally, the crop also has a steady supply of water.  

The hop flower, which is called a cone, consists of a spindle and leaves with glands that secrete 

lupulin, a fine yellow resinous powder (Figure 2) that contains valuable compounds for 

brewing (cf. chapter 1.1.3–4). Hops are harvested in late summer or early autumn when the 

hop cones have ripened, and the content of bitter-tasting substances is highest [1]. Freshly 

picked, green hop cones (wet hops) have a water content of about 75–80 %. Since hops cannot 

be stored in this state, they are dried immediately after harvesting at a maximum temperature 
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of 65 °C to a residual water content of 9–11 %. The plant, which is native to Central Europe, 

has been used for beer brewing since the 9th century [14]. It has been cultivated since the 13th 

century in Central Europe and since the 18th century in North America. Today, the world´s hop 

production is dominated by Germany and the U.S., representing about 76.8 % (2018) of the 

total hop (weight) output [15]. The largest hop-growing areas include the Hallertau region in 

Germany and the Yakima Valley in the U.S., which make up 54 % of the hop area worldwide 

under cultivation. Other hop-growing countries are the Czech Republic, Poland, Slovenia, U.K., 

Ukraine, China, South Africa, Australia, and New Zealand [1].  

 

   

Figure 2  Hop cones (left); lupulin glands on bracts (middle); electron micrograph of lupulin 
glands (right) [1] 
 

Currently, there is a farming method to produce unfertilized or fertilized hops for brewing. In 

many commercial hop-growing regions such as in Germany, male plants are prohibited to 

prevent the fertilization of the female plants, and, therefore, the production of seeds [1]. Hop 

seeds have a high lipid content of up to 32 % [16]. Since several decades it is believed that 

oxidation of the seed fatty acids might produce off-flavors in beer, which is considered to have 

a damaging impact on lager beer quality [17]. Furthermore, a loss of lupulin content or 

reduction in essential oil (hereinafter referred to as “oil” or “hop oil”) content was determined 

for some varieties [18]. The reasons to cultivate fertilized hops may be agronomic, e.g. earlier 

closing of flowering, reduced disease susceptibility, and economic, e.g. seed content is heavier 

and larger clusters [19]. Another feature of fertilized hops might be interesting for brewers; 

hops produce several enzymes that can influence the result of the brewing process, and it was 

shown that specific enzyme activities such as maltase in dry hops could be higher in fertilized 

plants than in unfertilized plants [20]. 
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1.1.2 Hop types and products  

There are more than 200 hop varieties that can be used for brewing [1]. The shape of the hop 

cone is a significant botanical distinguishing criterion for a hop variety. However, hop varieties 

are classified as “aroma hop” and “bitter hop” varieties based on their α-acid content. The α-

acids within the lupulin glands are converted into iso-α-acids during wort boiling. The iso-α-

acids are the main bittering substances in beer. Brewers select a hop variety according to its 

classification to add pleasant bitterness or flavors to beers [21]. Thus, the grouping of hop 

varieties is indicative of the intended use in the brewery. The official designation of a new 

variety is carried out by the regulatory authorities according to the breeder´s instructions. 

Aroma hops are usually characterized by a mild, pleasant aroma, higher polyphenol content, 

and α-acid levels well below 10 %. For bitter varieties, the α-acid content is usually over 10 %. 

The effort of hop breeders led to the development of “high-α hop” with the α-acid content 

over 12 % and the “super-high-α hop” containing over 15 % α-acids. Due to vintage-related 

fluctuations some varieties can have higher or lower α-acid levels than defined by their 

classification. Major bittering hop varieties traded on the world market are Galena, 

Hallertauer Magnum, Hallertauer Taurus, Herkules, Nugget, and Millennium. Popular aroma 

hop varieties are Hallertauer Mittelfrüh, Hallertauer Perle, Hallertauer Tradition, Spalter 

Select, Hersbruck Hersbrucker, Tettnang Tettnanger, Saaz, and Cascade. The aroma hops, 

sometimes called “flavor hop”, impart floral, fruity, citrus, and exotic fruit-like flavors to a 

beer. The aroma hop varieties Mandarina Bavaria, Hallertau Blanc, Huell Melon, Callista and 

Ariana, were bred at the Hop Research Center Hüll, Germany, and introduced in 2012 [22]. It 

should be mentioned that “dual-purpose hops”, such as Nelson Sauvin, Chinook, and Simcoe®, 

offer diverse applications in beer brewing because they combine the properties of typical 

aromas and bitter varieties.  

Until the 20th century, only whole hop cones were used for beer brewing [1]. Since the 1970s, 

conventional hop products include packaged hop cones, regular (type-90) and enriched (type-

45) pellets, CO2 extract, and ethanol extract. No chemical additives or substance separation 

processes are used to manufacture these products. Outside the German purity law, hop 

suppliers offer hop products (e.g. light-stable and pre-isomerized extracts) for precisely 

defined purposes (e.g. flavoring, bittering, foam-improving) and time of additions, e.g. at 

whirlpool rest, beer filtration, and final beer. 
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1.1.3 Valuable hop components 

In beer brewing, only the inflorescences of the female plants from the hop cones (strobile) are 

used [14]. The hop oil, the bitter acids, and the polyphenols (Figure 3) are the valuable 

ingredients for brewing. These three fractions are secondary metabolites of the hop plant.  

 

 

Figure 3  Schematic classification of the most important secondary metabolites of hop [13, 
21] 
 

The overall average chemical composition of fresh, dried hop cones is shown in Table 1. Most 

polyphenolic compounds are present in the bracts [1]. Hops (dry matter) contain about 2–5 % 

polyphenols [23] that are considered to have various positive effects on human health through 

antioxidative effects, for example. The oil and the bitter acids are produced in the lupulin 

glands. Only the lupulin glands contain enzymes that can introduce so-called prenyl groups as 

side chains in terpenophenolic or polyphenolic basic structures. The hop oil represents 0.5–

5.0 % of the dried hop cone (Table 1). The composition and role in beer flavor of hop oil are 

discussed in chapters 1.1.4 and 1.2.1. Hops contain a high percentage of bitter-tasting 

substances, known as resins. The hop resin is differentiated as soft resins (soluble in hexane) 

and hard resins (soluble in methanol, not in hexane), which account for 10–30 % and 2–3 % of 

a dried hop cone, respectively [1]. Both fractions combined are called total resin. The main 

components of the soft resin are α- and β-acids. These are mixtures of homologs with 

chemically comparable structures and part of the soft resin is isomerized during wort boiling, 

as mentioned before. Consequently, part of them increases solublility in wort or beer and 

affects the bitter beer taste, predominantly the isomerized α-acids that are called iso-α-acids. 

Detailed information regarding the bitter hop compounds is given in literature references 

cited in this chapter. It should be mentioned that xanthohumol from the hard resin fraction 

might have an anticarcinogenic effect. However, regulatory approval of xanthohumol as 

medicine is still pending.  
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Table 1  Average chemical composition of dried hop cones 1[1], 2[23] 

 
 

Apart from the oil, the β-glycosides are flavor precursors and another potential aroma source 

extracted during beer production [24, 25]. Glycosides are present not only in the lupulin glands 

but also in the cones and surrounding vegetative tissue. The process of glycoconjugation 

allows the hop plant to produce and store volatile molecules in a soluble and inactive state 

until they are needed, e.g. as defense against an insect predator or attractant for pollination 

[26]. The composition of the hop cone depends primarily on the hop variety. However, the 

vintage, provenance, and harvest time (“ripeness”) also influence the contents of (valuable) 

compounds [1, 27] and consequently the flavor that is achieved through dry hopping of beer 

[28, 29]. Later harvest dates can lead to increased oil contents and in case of Cascade hops 

used for dry hopping to higher intensity of citrussy in beer [30]. 

1.1.4 Free and bound oil components 

The hop oil is characterized by a pleasant aromatic odor. It is a complex mixture of substances, 

which are generally obtained from cones by steam distillation, pressing or extraction. The 

boiling point of the oil constituents is in the range from 50 to 320 °C [31]. The composition 

and amount of the hop oil is the result of terpene biosynthesis and secondary reactions (e.g. 

oxidation) that depend mainly on genetics, cultivation (e.g. cultivar, geography, as mentioned 

before), kilning, processing, and lastly, hop storage [32–34].  

 

 Biosynthesis of terpenes and terpenoids 
 

In the physiology of hop plants, the hop oil constituents have various tasks. The most 

important reasons for their synthesis and emission are to attract pollinators and seed 

disseminators, and to defend the hop plant against insect predators and pathogens [35]. A 

detailed discussion of the synthesis and composition of relevant hop aroma compounds within 

the plant is provided in a review article in 2018 [7]. In short, the biosynthesis of terpenes 

primarily takes place in the lupulin glands. Within a strictly organized reaction cascade, the 

dimethylallyl diphosphate and isopentenyl diphosphate serve as synthesis components. These 

Constituent Amount (%)

• α-Acids 2–20 1

• β-Acids 1–10  2

• Essential oil 0.5–5  2

• Polyphenols 2–5   2

• Monosaccharides 2.0   2

• Amino acids 0.1   2

Constituent Amount (%)

• Proteins 1    2

• Waxes and steroids - 2

• Pectins 2.0  2

• Ash 10   2

• Moisture 8–12 1

• Cellulose etc. 40–50 2
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compounds result from either pyruvate and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate or acetyl-CoA, which 

are formed by the plastidial 2-C-methylerythritol 4-phosphate and the cytosolic mevalonic-

acid pathway, respectively [36]. Several enzymes are involved in pathways such as the 

monoterpene biosynthesis. The prenyltransferases, for example, catalyze condensations, the 

reaction of dimethylallyl diphosphate and isopentenyl diphosphate into neryl diphosphate or 

geranyl pyrophosphate. Cyclic terpenes such as limonene are produced from the neryl 

diphosphate that is an essential precursor. Many non-cyclic monoterpenes, such as β-

myrcene, originate from geranyl pyrophosphate [37]. Another condensation reaction, which 

represents a crucial step in sesquiterpene synthesis, is the connecting of two dimethylallyl 

diphosphate molecules and isopentenyl diphosphate to produce farnesyl pyrophosphate. 

Farnesyl pyrophosphate is a precursor of β-farnesene, which is produced following the 

elimination of pyrophosphoric acid – alternatively, further cyclization of pyrophosphoric acid 

results in the isomers α-humulene and β-caryophyllene. A large family of enzymes, the 

terpene synthases/cyclases, is involved in the generation of some mono- and sesquiterpenes 

[38]. These enzymes also catalyze reactions resulting in compounds of the terpenoid group 

(e.g. linalool and geraniol) [39], which are very important qualitatively, though not 

quantitatively. 
 

 Composition of terpenes and terpenoids 
 

Hop oil consists of many different volatile compounds, about 440 have been identified and 

chemically characterized to date [40]. Roberts et al. supposed there are potentially over 1000 

hop volatiles [41]. These can be divided into three main classes, illustrated in Figure 4; 

hydrocarbons, which account for 40–80 % of the total oil [42], compounds that contain 

oxygen, and compounds that contain sulfur.  
 

 

Figure 4  Classification of hop oil according to Sharpe and Laws [18] 
 

The hydrocarbon fraction consists of the group of monoterpenes with β-myrcene (10–73 %) 

as the main component, the group of sesquiterpenes, with the major components being α-
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humulene (15–42 %) and β-caryophyllene (3–15 %) and residual aliphatic hydrocarbons [40]. 

In the following, Table 2 lists important hop oil constituents. 

Table 2  Average concentration (%) of selected compounds in hop oil [40] 

           

The β-myrcene appeared to be the most abundand and dominant sensory flavor component 

in various varieties, e.g. Spalter Select, Cascade and Northern Brewer hop cones [32, 43]. It´s 

impact on the flavor is described as being “herbaceous”, “balsamic” and geranium-like. By 

applying the sensomics concept and aroma recombination experiments using a cellulose 

matrix, a recent study confirmed key role of β-myrcene for the flavor of hop pellets of varieties 

Hallertauer Mandarina Bavaria, Hallertauer Cascade, and Hallertauer Mittelfrüh [44]. Figure 5 

illustrates the structural formulas of major hydrocarbons in hop oil. 
 

 

  β-Myrcene                   β-Caryophyllene     α-Humulene   
 

Figure 5  Structural formulas of major hydrocarbons of the hop oil [42] 

Constituent Amount (%)

•MMonoterpenes

• β-myrcene 10–73

• γ-terpinene < 0.38

• α-pinene < 0.01–0.4

• β-pinene < 0.01–1.8

• limonene < 0.02–0.5

•MSesquiterpenes

• α-humulene 15–42

• β-caryophyllene 3–15

• β-farnesene < 0.01–16

• δ-cadinene 0.1–3.7

• α-selinene < 0.01–7.0

•MEpoxides

• humulenepoxid I < 0.01–0.42

• humulenepoxid II < 0.01–1.86

• β-caryophyllenoxid < 0.01–0.64

•MSulfurous compounds

• dimethyl disulfide < 0.001

• thiols (4MSP, 3SH) not available

• myrcene disulfide < 0.001

Constituent Amount (%)

•MAldehydes

• hexanal < 0.01

• (E)-2-hexenal < 0.01

• geranial < 0.01

•MKetones

• 2-decanone < 0.01–0.3

• 2-undecanone < 0.01–1.5

• (E)-β-damascenone not available

•MAlcohols

• linalool < 0.1–1.1

• geraniol < 0.1–1.5

• α-terpineol < 0.02

• nerol < 0.01–0.1

• 1-octen-3-ol < 0.01

• β-citronellol < 0.02

•MEsters

• geranyl acetate < 0.01–1.4

• neryl acetate < 0.01–0.15

• isobutyl isobutyrate < 0.01–0.92

• methyl-4-decenoate < 0.01–5.6

H 

H 
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The β-farnesene is a non-cyclic sesquiterpene that is present at relevant concentrations in 

some aroma hop varieties such as Saaz, Lublin and Styrie [45]. Hops such as Hersbrucker Spaet 

can also contain several bicyclic and tricyclic terpene hydrocarbons, e.g. bergamotene, 

aromadendrene, α- and β-selinene, germacrene, and amorphene [46]. In addition to terpene 

hydrocarbons, some terpenoids consist of a terpene carbon skeleton and primarily carboxyl, 

ester, and ether functional groups. These functional groups can add a hydrophilic effect to 

these compounds. The terpenoid fraction, which accounts for 10–30 % of the hop oil [1], 

consists of esters, alcohols, and ketones. Interestingly, the concentration of terpenoids 

increases not only during the ripening of the hop cone [28, 29], but also during hop processing, 

and (aerobic) storage [33]. The carboxylic acid esters are the largest group of oxygenated 

compounds and the third largest group of substances in total. The hop oil contains methyl 

esters of various straight-chain primarily or branched carboxylic acids, but also their ethyl, 

propyl, or (iso-)butyl esters [47, 48]. The primary esters in hop oil are geranyl acetate, geranyl 

propionate, and geranyl isobutyrate. Free carboxylic acids or fatty acids, e.g. butanoic acid and 

isovaleric acid, which can be formed during the hop storage, have a rancid butter-like or 

cheesy odor [1]. The monoterpene alcohols linalool, geraniol, and their isomer β-citronellol 

are vital compounds in terms of citrus hoppy beer flavor [49], although the maximum 

concentration is usually lower than 1.5 % in hop oil (Table 2). Linalool is classified being a key 

indicator substance for a hoppy flavor [50]. A correlation was found between the linalool 

content and a floral, fruity hop aroma in beer [51]. This monoterpene alcohol can significantly 

exceed the odor threshold of around 10 µg/l (10 ppb, (R)-linalool) in beer, even within a 

conventional hopping regime during the wort boil. Linalool is chiral and is mainly present in 

hops (90 %) as an odor-active R-enantiomer (Figure 7) [52]. In terms of beer flavor, the 

threshold of (R)-linalool is lower than the (S)-isomer and their (racemic) mixture. The 

composition of enantiomers is retained even during hop processing, but changes during beer 

production and storage.  

Hop oil contains various sulfurous compounds (cf. Table 2) that can contribute to desired 

flavors such as “exotic fruit” and grapefruit-like notes to beer [53]. Thiophenes, methyl- or 

polysulfides, methyl thioesters and polyfunctional thiols have been determined [7]. Sulfur 

adducts of several hop oil components such as myrcene disulfide, α-humulene, or β-

caryophyllene were shown to exist [54]. Some of the compounds known as mercaptans are 

extremely odor-active, such as specific thiols that contribute to the hop varietal impact on 

beer flavor, for instance by Nelson Sauvin and Tomahawk hops [55]. A popular thiol is 4-

methyl-4-sulfanyl pentan-2-one (4MSP, also known as 4MMP) which is a potent hop flavor 

component, contributing to the muscat-like flavor to beer and is considered reminiscent of 

the smell of the hop variety U.S.-Cascade [56]. In addition to the cultivar, the growing location 

and conditions of a hop plant influence the levels of thioesters and sulfur compounds [57]. In 
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the case of 4MSP, the growing region plays a crucial role, as especially the usage of copper-

containing fungicides used in European hop gardens leads to decrease of its contents [58]. 

Other odoriferous sulfurous compounds of hop oil are 3-sulfanyl-4-methyl pentan-1-ol 

(3S4MP) and 3-sulfanyl-4-methyl pentyl acetic acid (3S4MPA) found in Nelson Sauvin hops 

[59]. Interestingly, synergystic effect by 3S4MP enhanced the flavors of 3S4MPA and 2-

methylbutyl isobutyrate (2MIB) in model solution [60].  
 

 Composition of glycosides 
 

In hops, compounds such as terpene alcohols can be present as free volatiles but are also 

esterified and bound to monosaccharides, referred to as glycosides, as mentioned before. 

Glycosides are non-volatile components that consist of a carbohydrate (usually β-D-glucose) 

group that is bound to the hydroxyl group of a non-sugar component (aglycone) [61]. Figure 6 

shows linalyl-β-D-glycopyranoside, which is the glycoside of linalool and β-D-glucose. 

 

Figure 6  Linalyl-β-D-glucopyranoside [62] 
 

Goldstein et al. determined 60 different aglycones in hops with the major sugar moiety 

glucose (92 %) in the C1 position (55 %) in the molecular structure [24]. Besides monoterpene 

alcohols, e.g. linalool, α-terpineol, and hop glycosides can contain aliphatic alcohols, e.g. (Z)-

3-hexen-1-ol, 1-octen-3-ol, aromatic structures such as benzyl alcohol, vanillin, and 

norisoprenoid compounds such as 3-hydroxy-7,8-dihydro-β-ionol and β-damascenone. Figure 

7 shows the chemical structures of some aglycones.  

 

(S)-Linalool   (R)-Linalool  α-Terpineol  Geraniol   

 

Nerol   β-Citronellol   1-Octen-3-ol   

Figure 7  Compounds that can occur in a glycosidically bound state [63] 
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Wilhelm determined through analyzing five different hop varieties (Perle, Smaragd, 

Hersbrucker, Golding, Cascade) that the quantity of glycosidically bound linalool and geraniol 

in hops depends significantly on the cultivar [64]. Furthermore, a correlation was shown 

between the concentrations of free and bound linalool in hops; the bound linalool 

corresponded to 21–36 % of the total linalool amount detected (sum of free and bound 

linalool). With regard to varietal specific contents of terpenyl glycosides, a recent study 

showed significant differences in contents of bound terpene alcohols, especially between 

Columbus and Centennial hops [65]. However, there is no comprehensive data on the type of 

aglycones or exact glycoside ratios in the hops, for more than 200 varieties. The aglycones 

from glycosides in hops can be released by enzymatic, thermal, and acid-catalyzed cleavage 

reactions during beer production, which can lead to increased concentrations of hop volatiles 

in beer [62]. A similar effect was documented for esterified terpene alcohols such as geranyl 

acetate, which leads to increased levels of geraniol in beer [66]. This theory is supported by 

the fact that compounds such as geranyl acetate and geranyl isobutyrate occur in several hop 

varieties, e.g. Polaris and Cascade that is also rich in geraniol, however, these esters are hardly 

found in final beer [67]. 

 

1.2 Dry hopping and beer flavor 

The main objective of dry hopping is to transfer flavor components from the hops into beer, 

thereby exerting the lowest impact on colloidal stability and oxygen content. Apart from the 

beer flavor, dry hopping also influences the taste and mouthfeel of a beer, but this will not be 

considered in any further detail for the purpose of the present dissertation. However, it should 

be noted that dry hopping respectively the unintended extraction of nonvolatile hop 

constituents can affect bitterness and stability of dry-hopped beer, which is concluded by a 

recent review article [68]. The (dry) hoppy flavor of beers that is formed by volatile flavor-

active compounds derived from the hop oil and their conversion products being addressed in 

the following chapter 1.2.1.  

1.2.1 Hop volatiles in beer 

Assessing hop aroma and hoppy beer flavor has been a challenging target for numerous 

research groups. Despite decades of research in this field, the hoppy flavor of a beer is still far 

from fully understood. Today, there is a consensus that the odor of beer is the result of a vast 

number of flavor-active compounds and compositions of these, as well as combinatory 

(synergy, masking) effects between beer constituents [4, 7]. Hop-derived components and 

their conversion products significantly influence the flavor profile of a beer. As well as 
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glycosides, the hop oil is another source of volatile compounds in the hop plant. Most of them 

originate either directly from plant metabolism, or they arise from secondary reactions, e.g. 

oxidation or hydrolysis of volatile and non-volatile precursor molecules. The secondary 

reactions proceed throughout the brewing process. Consequently, not the entire quantity of 

hop-derived flavorings is found in their initial state in beer. Despite degradation reactions of 

oil constituents, similar flavors can be detected in hop cones or dry-hopped beers, although 

dry hopping usually flattens hop varietal characteristics [69]. The chemical composition of the 

hop oil is critical to the overall hop aroma intensity, particularly since the specific volume of 

oil in hop bears difficulties to indicate hoppiness potential in dry-hopped beer when 

comparing different lots of a cultivar, e.g. Cascade [70]. A recent study showed that 

concentrations of oil constituents such as geraniol or β-pinene can be better marker than total 

oil content for hoppyness intensity of dry-hopped beer using Cascade or Centennial hops [71]. 

With regard to flavor potential of dry-hopped beers, partial least squares (PLS) regression is a 

prommissing approach to estimate flavor intensities based on concentrations of particular oil 

constituents, e.g. β-myrcene, 2-methyl butyl-2-methyl propanoate, linalool and α-humulene 

[72].  

The complex composition of hop, the contribution of individual constituents to the flavor of 

hop, and hoppy beers have been subject to several reviews [7, 21, 73]. The following gives a 

brief selection of compounds that are currently considered might be used to comprehensively 

characterize hoppy beer flavor. A very volatile and flavor-active hop oil constituent, whose 

contribution to beer flavor has been proven by many research groups, is linalool, as mentioned 

before. The monoterpene alcohol was found to be generally present above its flavor threshold 

in conventionally hopped beer, as only a part is lost during boiling and fermentation [74]. The 

comparably good solubility (1.667 g/l in water [75]) in wort and beer is attributed to its relative 

hydrophilic character. It has been proposed as an analytical marker for both the intensity and 

quality of the hoppy flavor of beer [76–78]. Furthermore, the effect of the hopping regime, 

boiling time, boiling system, and beer staling on the linalool concentration has been 

thoroughly investigated [51, 79].  

In addition to linalool, monoterpene alcohols such as geraniol and β-citronellol are reported 

to contribute to the floral-/citrus-like flavor of beer and to induce synergies that increase this 

flavor [49]. With regard to mentioned alcohols, dry hopping leads to higher concentrations 

compared to dosages during wort boiling [80]. Interestingly, in a recent study highest 

concentrations were found in beers hopped during whirlpool rest compared to kettle or dry 

hopping using Simcoe® hops [6]. It should be noted that other important alcohols such as α-

terpineol and nerol might have comparable effects on the beer flavor but to a lower extent 

[49]. The group of esters is another representative from the oxygenated hop compounds, also 

known for its contribution to fruity and citrus-like beer flavors [53, 72]. Some esters such as 
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isobutyl isobutyrate, isoamyl propanoate, 2-, and 3-methyl butyl-2-methyl propanoate could 

exceed their threshold levels in beer, especially in dry-hopped beers [81]. In the case of 

isobutyl isobutyrate, it was found to decrease during wort boiling and fermentation [82, 83]. 

The mentioned esters were suggested being important with regard to variety specific flavors 

derived during (late or) dry hopping [84]. Neiens and Steinhaus reported that fruity-smelling 

esters ethyl 2-methyl propanoate, methyl 2-methyl butanoate, ethyl 2-methyl butanoate, and 

propyl 2-methyl butanoate are variety-specific aroma components of Huell Melon hops in 

beer [85]. In another recent study it was shown that red fruit-like flavors, which are related to 

the presence of esters such as ethyl isobutanoate and ethyl butanoate [86] can be increased 

by late or dry hopping using Barbe Rouge hop variety [87]. However, the authors did not 

analyze the source of mentioned esters. 

Several other compounds derived from hop oil were evidenced in the final beer and have been 

proposed as being contributors to hoppy flavors. These include oxidation products of 

compounds such as α-humulene, β-farnesene, β-citronellol, geraniol, and α-terpineol [56, 79, 

88]. The “noble-” or “kettle hop aroma” is generally characterized as being “herbal”, “spicy”, 

and “woody”. It was suggested that sesquiterpene oxidation products might be formed during 

wort boiling and could give rise to subtle spicy flavors [89]. The oxidation of hop-derived oil 

constituents may occur not only during wort boiling but also during hop storage [33]. 

Interestingly, in a recent study using oxidized hop for dry hopping, no adverse effect was 

determined on the overall taste of the final beer [90]. The test beers that were dry hopped 

with the oxidized hops had significantly higher sensory ratings for woody and herbal 

attributes. Thus, those hops may also serve to enhance the noble hop aroma in dry-hopped 

lager beer. Hop-derived aldehydes, e.g. (Z)-3-hexenal, and hexanal that were determined in 

hop oil were attributed with green and grassy flavors [32]. In case of hexenal, the oil 

constituent has been identified as a source of the green flavor of wet hops (freshly picked hop, 

75–80 % water content). It was suggested that this is an essential flavor component in beers 

brewed using wet hops [1]. A recent study showed the importance of oxygen containing 

compounds by identifying commonalities in single varietal dry-hopped beers according to the 

type of character impact compounds (CIC) for hoppy flavor as being 2-furan methanol, linalool, 

geraniol, cis-geranic acid methyl ester, and n-decanoic acid [91]. An evident variation between 

the varieties of Chinook or Centennial and Cascade was shown with regard to 2-phenyl 

ethanal. Sulfurous compounds of the hop oil can emit an intense aroma even at negligible 

concentrations of a few nanograms per liter (ppt) in beer [55, 92]. 4-Sulfanyl-4-methyl pentan-

2-one (4MSP) is known as a source of blackcurrant- or muscat-like odor in beer having a low 

threshold value of 1.5 ppt (i.e. 1.5 ng/l) [56]. The volatile thiols 3-sulfanyl-4-methyl pentan-1-

ol (3S4MP) and 3-sulfanyl-4-methyl pentyl acetate (3S4MPA) were detected for the first time 

in the New Zealand hop variety Nelson Sauvin and the beer produced from them [59, 60]. In 
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beer, they give rise to an odor that is comparable to Sauvignon Blanc wine flavor. Other thiols 

such as 3-sulfanyl hexane-1-ol (3SH) contribute to a grapefruit-/rhubarb-like flavor in beer.  

The contribution of hydrocarbons, e.g. β-myrcene, and α-humulene to hoppy beer flavor 

depends significantly on the hopping technology. Apart from the volatile character, 

hydrocarbons are relatively hydrophobic [93]. Consequently, most of these compounds are 

lost by evaporation during the wort boiling process, which leads to trace amounts in beers 

that are hopped conventionally [94, 95]. In addition, terpenes can be vaporized during 

fermentation [96]. Furthermore, terpene oxidation and polymerization reactions were shown 

to occur readily in hot wort [89].  

1.2.2 Technology of dry hopping 

Dry hopping can be done using different hop products. A traditional material still in frequent 

use is dried whole cone hops [1]. In the U.K., whole-cone hop is usually compressed into 

cylindrical cakes (plugs) called grafts that can be transferred directly into barrels. Pelleted 

hops, mostly pellet type-90, are commonly used in the U.S. and Europe for dry hopping. In 

practice, blends of different hop varieties are often used to react on shortages of a particular 

variety. Similar flavor profiles can be achieved by using varying blends of Centennial, Cascade 

and Chinook hops [97]. Hop oil products are used increasingly by breweries to simplify the dry 

hopping process and maximize efficiency. The oil is extracted from hop material using liquid 

or supercritical CO2 [1].  

Hop cones or pellets are usually added using a single-stage or two-stage dry hopping regime 

to increase extraction efficiency [98]. The popular form of dry hopping is the direct injection 

of hop into fermentation and storage tank before the tank is filled with wort or green beer. 

The hops are usually placed in a mesh bag before being added to a vessel to facilitate their 

separation from the beer after the dry-hopping treatment, which is shown in Figure 8. 

Although using a mesh bag could reduce the transfer of hop flavor components [99], it is 

crucial to minimize the oxygen input, which is more problematic when using cones instead of 

pellets, for example, because of the larger surface area. Another way to approach this problem 

is to dry hop the green beer. It is assumed that most of the oxygen is consumed by the yeast 

that is present before it can significantly oxidize the beer. The distribution of hop material can 

be impaired especially when dry hopping on an industrial scale [100]. Brewers often consider 

the methods of stirring or “rousing” hops to react and yet improve the aroma extraction when 

dry hopping [1]. A common method is to inject CO2 from the bottom port of the 

cylindroconical vessel to promote the distribution of hop material. It should be noted that if 

the supplied CO2 gas can leave the vessel, very volatile flavor compounds with poor solubility 

might also be lost from the beer.  
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Typically, when static dry hopping, the contact time ranges from a period of one to three 

weeks, although recent studies conclude best flavor results can be achieved when dry hopping 

two days up to four days maximum [101, 102]. In the context of effectiveness of short dry 

hopping durations, another recent study showed highest intensities of fruity and especially 

black currant-like flavors after two days of dry hopping with Eureka! hops [103]. The treatment 

described seems to be the usual scenario for small and medium-sized breweries. However, 

there is no standard approach to dry hopping. Actually, a survey of nine U.S. breweries 

revealed that each brewery dry hopped their beers in an individual way [104]. A recent 

questionnaire of 50 breweries showed that the extraction temperature ranges between 0 and 

25 °C, with the highest proportion of dry hopping at 0–5 °C [105]. The dosage based on hop 

weight is sometimes very high, with 40 % of the surveyed brewers adding over 5 g/l. In 

breweries using large tank units, which often have neither a utility hole nor top opening, this 

form of static dry hopping is problematic. In the last decade, specialized devices called 

dynamic systems have been invented to automate the dry-hopping treatment [1]. Figure 8 

shows the application of static and dynamic systems in a brewery.  

 

   

Figure 8  (1) Static dry hopping at Orval Brewery; (2, 3) dynamic dry hopping equipment at 
Sierra Nevada Brewery [1] 
 

The use of automated (dynamic) approaches usually involves pumping beer through a 

separate vessel that contains hop material that is retained on a sieve. The contact time is set 

by the duration of beer pumping through a circulatory system. Several different systems have 

been developed so far, although dry hopping in this way can result in the introduction of large 

quantities of hop plant material [68]. 
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1.3 Influence on dry-hopping outcome 

Dry hopping aims to dissolve volatile hop components out of the hops. The extracted amount 

depends on the hop material and the dry-hopping parameters. The dry-hopping parameters 

are usually the result of the actual brewing process step. Thus, the properties of the extraction 

medium (chilled wort, green, and bright beer) can differ significantly with regard to the 

primary and secondary fermentation processes. 

1.3.1 Pellet composition and dry-hopping parameters  

Pellet processing influences pellet density and particle size [1]. Various pelletizing processes 

could lead to differences among pellet patterns and, therefore, during static dry hopping, to 

the formation of a layer of the medium near the surface and another at the base of the vessel. 

The degree of dispersion could also influence the flavor component extraction, although it is 

not thought to affect the outcome during longer intervals [106]. With respect to the goal to 

impart hoppy flavors to beer, the dosing quantity should be based on the oil content of the 

hop and not on the weight or α-acid content, especially when using different types of pellets, 

e.g. type-45 and -90, respectively [107]. It is accepted practice to use the amount of oil added 

to beer within pellet dosage as an indicator for hoppiness potential, although this method 

might not be sufficiently specific regarding oils of different varieties, as mentioned before (cf. 

chapter 1.2.1).  

The relative amount of the mass transfer (transfer rate) of a particular compound can be 

calculated based on the concentrations in the hop material, in the base beer and in the dry-

hopped beer. Wide differences between volatile hop constituents were determined, e.g. β-

myrcen (< 1 %) and linalool (> 80 %) [81, 108]. The transfer rates in oil constituents and, 

therefore, flavor intensities in dry-hopped beer are influenced by several factors, including 

hop variety, product (e.g. cone or pellet), dosing amount and method, contact period and 

temperature. It was proposed that higher α-acid contents could decrease the swelling volume 

of hop pellets and further influence the flavor component extraction during static dry hopping 

[109]. In the same year, another study showed different hop pellet swelling volume as a 

consequence of hop variety [110]. In the context of varietal specific effects the transfer rates 

of oil constituents such as geraniol can vary from 38 to 269 % between different hop varieties 

Hallertauer Mittelfrüh and Polaris [66]. Varietal effects on transfer rate of oil constituents, 

such as linalool, during kettle hopping were also previously determined [111]. The process 

management can impact the yield and dry hopping outcome. With regard to dosage amount, 

higher hopping rates lead to decrease of extraction efficiency resulting in increased amounts 

of components with brewing value in spent material [112]. The transfer of oil constituents, 

e.g. linalool and, geraniol and consequently the intensity of hoppy flavor was shown to 
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increase at a higher dosage of hop pellets [113], although the transfer rate could decrease as 

determined for several components, e.g. β-myrcene, β-caryophyllene and α-humulene [114]. 

In the aforementioned study, maximum β-myrcene transfer rates decreased about 20 % from 

2.0 to 1.6 % when doubling the hop pellet dosage (from 2 to 4 g/l). The extraction temperature 

should be above 0 °C, as this low temperature was reported to inhibit the swelling of plant 

material [107]. Furthermore, higher temperatures such as 20 °C can accelerate the extraction 

[99], although the actual impact of the dry-hopping temperature on the extraction rate varies 

with the individual compound [105]. The ethanol content of the base beer was considered to 

have the potential to influence the extraction of hop components [114]. The period of dry 

hopping and application of dynamic systems are addressed in chapter 1.2.2. The studies cited 

in this chapter indicate that hops can potentially be used more efficiently by controlling 

process parameters and as such have inspired this research project.  

1.3.2 Brewing yeast and fermentation 

In beer brewing, the yeast is mainly used to ferment wort (70–85 % final attenuation) to 

produce regular (12 °P original gravity) and high-gravity beer (13–22 °P original gravity) [115]. 

The most commonly used brewing yeast strains for this purpose include the top-fermenting 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae and bottom-fermenting Saccharomyces pastorianus species, as well 

as a few “environment-associated” fermented beers [116]. Brewing yeasts such as the lager 

beer strain TUM 34/70 (S. pastorianus, Figure 9) and the wheat beer strain TUM 68 (S. 

cerevisiae) are widespread in beer production and especially popular in Germany [117]. 
 
 

       

Figure 9  TUM 34/70 (S. pastorianus) and TUM 68 (S. cerevisiae) [118] 

 

Yeast is single-celled, with a round or elliptical-oval shape at 5–12 µm in length and 5–10 µm 

in width. The surface of the yeast cell is, on average, 150 µm2 [119]. Yeast propagation through 

sprouting (rarely spore formation) results in cell counts of about hundred million cells per 

milliliter during beer fermentation. Thus, a considerable yeast biomass surface of 15 m2 per 

liter wort is expected. The yeast cell surface is considered to impact hydrophobic compounds 

present in fermenting wort, as the surface of a yeast cell is also hydrophobic. The level of 

hydrophobicity increases with cell age, which is caused by scars [120], and positively correlates 
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with the flocculation of yeasts [121]. It was reported that yeast hydrophobicity increases when 

various cell wall-associated proteins (encoded by the FLO gene family) are built [122]. Due to 

the ionization of carboxyl and phosphodiester groups of cell wall proteins and 

phosphomannans, respectively, the yeast cell wall has a net negative charge. In addition, the 

repulsion of like charges prevents cells from approaching sufficiently close and acts as an 

effective barrier to cell aggregation [123]. High quantities of the significantly hydrophobic 

components of the hop oil, such as mono- and sesquiterpenes, disappear during fermentation. 

Several research groups suggest that these are adsorbed on the hydrophobic surface of the 

yeast cell [124–126]. A study showed that hop terpenes, e.g. β-myrcene and α-humulene, can 

be vaporized into the headspace of fermenting wort [96], as mentioned before. Recently it 

was shown that the choice of yeast strain could influence their concentrations in dry-hopped 

beer with regard to concentration of terpenes and terpenoids [127, 128]. Outside of a beer-

like environment, Bishop et al. illustrated the encapsulation of peppermint oil (40 % w/w) by 

S. cerevisiae cells [129]. 

The yeast produces about 0.035 kg carbon dioxide during the fermentation of a liter of wort 

at 12 °P original gravity, of which approx. 0.002 kg is bound in beer. The excess fermenting 

carbon dioxide must be exhausted, which is approx. 16.8 liter of gas per liter of wort [119]. 

The rise of carbon dioxide bubbles within a fermenting medium, e.g. wort and grape must, 

supports the migration of volatile components into the headspace [130–132]. Fermentation 

vessels are designed to release undissolved carbon dioxide to avoid a critical overpressure 

that would impact the yeast´s fermenting capacity. It is this fermentation that promotes the 

volatilization of flavour-active components.  

The yeast produces various odor-active compounds during fermentation, e.g. isoamyl acetate 

(Table 3), which has a decisive influence on the beer flavor. The fermentation intensity and 

the speed of yeast propagation are crucial to the formation and excretion of fermentation by-

products into beer. Additionally, their contents are influenced through process control, wort 

composition, and the choice of yeast strain [119]. The odor-active yeast products are classified 

into two groups: the green beer bouquets and aromatic (bouquet) components. The green 

beer bouquet substances are intermediates, e.g. acetaldehyde and diacetyl, which are usually 

removed from the beer by the yeast through biochemical pathways during maturation. In 

contrast, the bouquet substances are not degraded by yeast. The bouquet components are 

characteristic of a specific beer type, e.g. 4-vinyl guaiacol for German wheat beer. Other vital 

compound categories of bouquets are esters and higher alcohols. The odor-active (fruit-like) 

esters produced within yeast metabolism, e.g. ethyl hexanoate, are considered to have an 

intensifying effect on the hoppy flavor of beer [53].  
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Synergies among odor-active alcohols were discussed in chapter 1.2.1. Sulfur metabolism 

should also be mentioned, as the content of sulfur dioxide can be influenced by process 

control and, thus, the antioxidant characteristics of a beer. 
 

Table 3  Selected fermentation by-products with flavor description and threshold in beer 
[115] 

Compound Compound category Flavor description Flavor threshold 

Acetaldehyde Aldehyde Green-apple-like  5–25 mg/l 

Diacetyl 

4-Vinylguaiacol 

Diketone 

Phenol 

Buttery, sweet 

Clove-like 

0.08 mg/l 

0.3 mg/l 

Ethyl hexanoate Ester Fruity 0.2 mg/l 

Isoamyl acetate Ester Banana-like 0.6 mg/l 

Isobutanol Alcohol Alcoholic 10–200 mg/l 

n-Propanol Alcohol Alcoholic 2–50 mg/l 

Styrene Aromatic hydrocarbon Synthetic-material-like 20 μg/l 

2-Methyl butanol-1 Alcohol Malt-like 15–65 mg/l 
 

Brewing yeast produces various enzymes, which are classified into hydrolases, transferases, 

oxidoreductases, lyases, isomerases, and ligases [119]. The enzymatic conversion of hop-

derived compounds (biotransformation) within yeast metabolism is discussed in chapter 1.3.3. 

 

1.3.3 Biotransformation of hop-derived compounds  

Brewing yeast can enable the biotransformation of several hop-derived compounds, which is 

considered to impact the hoppy flavor of beer significantly. However, there is a limited 

number of studies discussing this topic. An in-depth discussion of yeast-initiated hop 

component biotransformation is provided in a review article in 2011 [133]. Figure 10 gives a 

brief overview of the latest knowledge on biotransformation pathways of hop-derived 

compounds by S. cerevisae strains during wort fermentation. 
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Figure 10  Overview of biotransformations of hop-derived compounds by S. cerevisiae; 1[134]; 
2[126]; 3[135]; 4[82, 88]; 5[136, 137]; 6[138]; 7[24] 

 

The biotransformation of monoterpenes by S. cerevisiae is not known, but from studying 

particular sesquiterpenes [139]; from model studies and fermentations, it was deduced that 

humulol II could be a yeast reduction product of humulene epoxide II [138]. Due to the 

reducing activity of yeast, terpenes containing heterocyclic sulfur atoms (e.g. myrcene 

disulfide) can undergo ring opening, which results in the formation of thiols [140].  

In investigations on the bottle refermentation process, Nizet et al. detected increased levels 

of many thiols such as sulfanyl alkyl alcohols, sulfanyl alkyl acetates, and sulfanyl alkyl 

carbonyls, creating a powerful sensorial impact [134]. They suggested that hop cysteine 

adducts might be hydrolyzed by yeast-derived lyases and that the Ehrlich pathway also 

remained efficient during refermentation. Yeast can induce reduction of carbonyl compounds 

found in hop oil to alcohols [126]. Enzymes such as dehydrogenases and reductases are 

involved in these reactions, e.g. the reduction of methyl ketones to the corresponding 

secondary alcohols. Cyclic ethers such as the cis- and trans-linalool oxide, hop ether, and rose 

oxide were determined in hop oil and suggested that they contribute to the hoppy beer flavor 

[88]. Studies on a wine-fermentation process indicated that the yeast might reduce the 

precursor 3,7-dimethyl octa-2,5-diene-1,7-diol (geranyl diol I) yielding 3,7-dimethyl-5-octene-

1,7-diol (citronellyl diol I) that gives rise to rose oxide after acid-catalyzed cyclization [135]. 

Although this reaction was determined in must fermentation, the presence of rose oxide in 

hop oil and beer has been reported [48]. 
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Several studies have shown that esters of the hop oil are influenced by hydrolysis and 

transesterification through yeast fermentation [5, 88, 125]. Methyl esters, which exist in a 

homologous series from hexanoate to dodecanoate in hop oil, for example, can undergo both 

hydrolysis and transesterification into acids or ethyl esters [48, 126]. Yeast-derived esterase 

activity could lead to degradation of various esters or to transesterification of isobutyric 

esters, e.g. isobutyl isobutyrate, isoamyl isobutyrate, and 2-methyl butyl isobutyrate into ethyl 

esters [83]. In this context, a study by King and Dickinson showed that different brewing yeast 

strains or species could have different effects on hop oil-derived monoterpene alcohols [124]. 

Acetate esters of geraniol and β-citronellol have been formed in model solutions by a specific 

lager yeast strain S. bayanus NCYC 1324, but not by the ale yeast strain S. cerevisiae NCYC 

1681. The same authors reported that monoterpene alcohols might be the subject of further 

biotransformation during fermentation [136]. They proposed that the transformations of 

geraniol and nerol into linalool, cis-trans isomerization of nerol to geraniol, reduction of 

geraniol to β-citronellol, and the cyclization of nerol and linalool to α-terpineol may be 

catalyzed by S. cerevisiae (strain IWD72). In these model fermentations, traces of cis-terpin 

hydrate were detected that were probably formed by hydroxylation of α-terpineol to terpin, 

which may be further hydrated. Seaton et al. have proposed the transformation of geraniol to 

β-citronellol by yeast metabolism previously [82]. With regard to geraniol or β-citronellol in 

beer dry-hopped during fermentation, a recent study confirmed that different brewing yeast 

strains can have different impact on their concentrations [141]. Takoi et al. performed several 

studies on the fate of monoterpene alcohols during beer fermentation using different hop 

varieties [67, 137, 142]. In two studies in 2010, they showed that a decrease in geraniol and 

an increase in β-citronellol could be particularly significant during beer wort fermentation [49, 

137], confirming earlier findings by Lam et al. [143]. In these studies, Takoi et al. determined 

a fast decline of geraniol concentration a continuous increase in β-citronellol concentration. 

Subsequently, in finished beers, the concentrations of geraniol and β-citronellol increased, 

depending on the initial level of geraniol in the wort. They supposed that biotransformation 

(in addition to geraniol metabolism) might have occurred, such as the release of glycosidically 

bound compounds. Hanke et al. reported a minor increase or a significant decrease in the 

geraniol content in fermentation trials [111]. They suggested that different 

biotransformations of geraniol took place such as formation of cintronellol or cleavage of 

precursors as a consequence of different initial geraniol concentrations. 

Slight changes in the amounts of the specified monoterpene alcohols during fermentation 

even below threshold concentrations could have a noticeable effect on citrus beer flavor, as 

synergies among these compounds were found even below their threshold levels [49]. The 

enzymatic release of aglycones, among them highly odor-active aroma compounds, e.g. 

linalool and geraniol as mentioned before, might be significant for hoppy beer flavor. The 
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aglycone and the sugar moiety can be cleaved by β-1,4-glucosidase enzyme activity. Yeast can 

induce hydrolase activity towards glycosidically bound compounds extracted from hops [144, 

145]. The optimal functionality of these enzymes was determined at pH 4.5–5.2. Various 

Saccharomyces brewing yeast strains, e.g. S. cerevisiae, are reported to show glucoside 

hydrolase activity based on exo-β-glucanase activity [137, 146]. Thus, S. cerevisiae can be 

essential to release flavor-precursor of the hop. Variable impact of different brewing yeasts 

was shown by a recent study on a lager-strain and an ale-strain stressing out the ability to 

release terpene alcohols [65]. The yeast exo-β-glucanase activity is generated independently 

of the carbon source [147] and first secreted to the periplasmic space and then released into 

the culture medium [148]. However, recent studies indicate that activities of yeast-derived 

glucoside hydrolases in beer media seem to be low [149, 150]. Enzymatic hydrolysis of 

glycosides depends on the specificity of a given enzyme for the substrate. It was shown that 

β-glucosidase activity, which is most efficient in releasing flavor-active compounds from hop 

glycosides, could be found in some non-Saccharomyces yeast cells, e.g. Brettanomyces 

custersii, isolated from fermenting Lambic [146]. The acid hydrolysis of glycosides has been 

shown to occur starting at around pH 4.4, and the reaction rate increases as the pH drops [25, 

151], which might occur during brewing. As stated in this chapter the influence of dry hop 

media and yeast fermentation activities during dry hopping on the formation of a hoppy beer 

flavor are manifold, although the impact of the brewing yeast on specific hop-derived flavors 

is still insufficiently explored.  
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1.4 Purpose of the study and research hypotheses 

Brewers aim to produce extraordinary beer flavors to meet the needs of consumers. Fine 

hoppy flavors contribute significantly to the quality of a beer and are an important 

characteristic of beer types such as “Pilsner” or “IPA”. An effective method of creating intense 

hoppy flavors is dry hopping, which is often used to brew craft beers. There is currently great 

interest in these flavor-intense beers. Due to the diverse settings of dry-hopping parameters, 

several beers with different aroma characteristics can be brewed by using just one hop variety. 

In recent years, the opportunities to differentiate hoppy flavor impressions in beer have also 

been effectively enriched by new breeds of flavor hops, increasing the number of hop varieties 

available for brewing to over 200. The high potential of dry hopping beer for flavoring is well 

described in the research literature. However, it is not yet possible to assess the full range of 

hoppy flavors in beers that can be created by dry hopping. Furthermore, the efficient usage 

of hop in dry hopping must be investigated in more detail, especially as hops are a valuable 

raw material. There is therefore a great need to better understand and control flavor-relevant 

processes in dry hopping.  

The previous chapters pointed out that the factors that influence the concentration of flavor-

active hop constituents during dry hopping are diverse. Due to the findings on flavor potential 

in the raw hop material, (bioactive) metabolic products of brewing yeasts, and further dry-

hopping-process parameters that might impact beer flavor, the following working hypotheses 

were investigated in this dissertation: 
 

• There is a lack of information in the literature on the role of flavor-precursor 

compounds in hops with regard to dry hoppy beer flavor. Dry hopping beer may result 

in the enzymatic release of flavor components from hop-derived precursors. 
 

• The presence of (active) brewing yeast or its metabolic products influences the 

concentration of flavor-active hop components generated during dry hopping. 
 

• The chemical nature of the extract, basic beer composition, and dry hopping 

parameters impact the extraction rate of hop oil constituents during dry hopping. 

 

These hypotheses need to be investigated to guarantee the strict brewery quality guidelines 

on beer flavor. A consistently high-quality beer aroma is also an essential requirement for 

conventionally hopped and dry-hopped beers. As hops are an agricultural product with crop- 

and storage-based fluctuations, in-depth knowledge of the flavor-relevant reactions involved 

in dry hopping is fundamental to produce a brand with consistent flavor.  

A reproducible result in terms of beer flavor is an essential factor for brand recognition, which 

is especially crucial for industrial breweries that produce globally available products. Indeed, 
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dry hopping is no longer limited to small craft breweries – larger breweries have also been 

using this technique for a long time. Due to ever-increasing cost pressures and the goal of 

responsible raw material usage, the excessive use of hops should be evaluated from the 

perspective of high yield of flavor components. Especially at the high production volume of 

industrial brewing groups, even minor interventions in the dry hopping process could have a 

significant impact on resource consumption.  

Apart from the raw material, different dry hopping methods could be used that are associated 

with varying degrees of technical or economic effort. Indeed, long storage phases during dry 

hopping, for example, could lead to decreased flexibility or high energy consumption for 

cooling requirements. Dynamic systems could reduce the storage period; however, these dry 

hopping applications involve additional investment and operating effort. As dry hopping 

significantly impacts both the quality of beer and the raw materials used in beer production, 

it is important to explore factors influencing the yield of hop oil components relevant for beer 

hoppy flavor. 
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2 Results (thesis publications) 

2.1 Summary of results 

The thesis publications are each summed up in the following paragraphs with a description of 

authorship contribution followed by full copies of the publications. Table 4 shows an overview 

of the publications. 

Table 4  Short overview of the four publications with title of the publication, major objective, 
applied method and main findings 

Publication 
Publication 1  
Pages 30 - 41 

Characterization of the 
Unfertilized and 

Fertilized Hop Varieties 
Progress and Hallertauer 

Tradition – Analysis of 
Free and Glycosidic-

Bound Flavor 
Compounds and β-
Glucosidase Activity 

Publication 2 
Pages 42 - 55 

 
The Influence of 

Brewing Yeast Strains on 
Monoterpene 

Alcohols and Esters 
Contributing to the 

Citrus Flavour of Beer 

Publication 3 
Pages 56 - 67 

 
On the Fate of β-Myrcene 

during Fermentation 
– The Role of Stripping and 

Uptake of Hop 
Oil Components by 

Brewer´s Yeast in Dry- 
Hopped Wort and Beer 

Publication 4 
Pages 68 - 77 

 
Investigations into the 

Transfer Rate of Volatile 
Compounds in Dry 
Hopping using an 

Octanol-Water Partition 
Coefficient Model 

Major objective 
To characterize free and 

glycosidically bound 
flavor components, 
study β-glucosidase 

activity in fertilized and 
unfertilized brewer´s 
hop and use for dry 

hopping beer. 

To analyze 
biotransformation of 

hop oil constituents by 
brewing yeast strains 

during dry hopping and 
its impact on beer 

flavor. 

To investigate the 
influences on 

concentrations of hop oil 
constituents when dry 
hopping during main 
fermentation besides 

biotransformation. 

To identify important 
factors influencing the 

transfer of hop oil 
constituents during dry 

hopping and verify if 
flavor transfer could be 

explained by an 
abstracted model. 

Applied methods 
Cultivation of fertilized 
and unfertilized hops, 

glycoside extraction, β-
glucosidase activity test 
and GC-O and GC-MS, 
trial dry hopping and 

trained panelists. 

Glucoside hydrolase 
activity enzyme assay, 

trial fermentation, 
detection of hop oil 

constituents using HS-
GC-MS, sensory 

evaluation by trained 
panelists. 

Trial fermentations, 
fermentation gas trapping 
by bubbling water column 
method. Extractions and 

determination of 
flavorings using ethanol or 

SPE and GC-FID, GC-MS 
and  

HS-GC-MS, respectively. 

Dry hopping on a 
laboratory scale, 

applying different 
standardized process 

conditions using ethanol 
and climate chambers. 
HS-GC-MS of beer and 
hop oil analysis by GC-

FID. 

Main findings/Conclusion 
Free and glycosidically 

bound flavor-active 
components and β-

glucosidase activity were 
found in hop samples. 
No adverse impact by 
fertilized hop on dry 

hoppy beer flavor was 
detected. 

Brewing yeasts can 
produce terpenoids, 

show different geraniol 
metabolism activities 

that further depend on 
wort original gravity and 
influence citrus flavor of 

test beers  

Significant decreasing 
impact of brewing yeasts 
on amounts of β-myrcene 
was shown. Uptake by the 

yeast and evaporation 
during fermentation were 
identified as main factors. 

Introduction of an 
explanatory model of 
the transfer rates of 
volatiles during dry 

hopping using log KOW. 
Impact of ethanol 

content, temperature, 
dosage and hop variety 
on dry hopping result. 
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Publication 1 

 
Page 30 - 41 

2.2 Characterization of the Unfertilized and Fertilized 
Hop Varieties Progress and Hallertauer Tradition – 
Analysis of Free and Glycosidic-Bound Flavor 
Compounds and β-Glucosidase Activity 

 

In recent years there has been a high demand for beers with intense hoppy flavors. Aroma 

hop varieties and the technique of dry hopping are often used for this purpose. The 

glycosidically bound terpene alcohols and nor-carotenoids in hops (flavor precursors) are 

believed to contribute to the hoppy flavor in beer. There might be further potential to 

intensify the hoppy beer flavor by controlling the cleavage of these compounds during 

brewing. Despite the great interest in these flavor precursors, many aspects such as 

agronomical and varietal factors influencing their amounts in hops, the relationship of free 

and bound flavor compounds, and their role for hoppy beer flavor, are far from being fully 

understood. 

In this study, samples of fertilized and unfertilized hop varieties Progress and Hallertauer 

Tradition were prepared and analyzed in terms of the range of their free and glycosidically 

bound flavor components. Several compounds, for example, aliphatic alcohols, terpene 

alcohols, and C13-norisoprenoid compounds were identified as being released by the 

Rapidase F64 enzyme that is related to the hydrolysis of glycosides. The flavor potential of 

the released compounds was confirmed by gas chromatography olfactometry (GC-O). The β-

glucosidase enzyme activity, which is shown by specific yeast strains, is reported to release 

the flavor-active components from glycosides. A glycoside-hydrolytic activity in hops was 

identified and verified at approx. 0.11 U/g (dry matter hops) on average in all examined 

samples. The inherent enzyme activity of hops might play a significant role in the cleavage of 

glycosides in the brewery´s cold process area. Fertilized and unfertilized hop patterns were 

used for the dry hopping of a lager beer. In the sensory evaluation, minor differences were 

observed regarding flavor attributes. However, the flavor quality and stability were not 

significantly influenced by the insemination. In the cultivation of brewer´s hops in Germany, 

male plants are prohibited and only used for controlled pollination. Prejudices have been 

established regarding the qualification of fertilized hop plants for brewing purposes; 

nevertheless, in several growing regions such as English hop gardens, pollinated cones are 

accepted. The proclaimed disadvantages of fertilized hops regarding decreased oil and α-acid 

contents of hops were not confirmed. 
 

Authors/Authorship contribution:  

Haslbeck, K.: Literature search, conception and statistical analysis of tastings, discussion of data, 

writing, conception and design of manuscript; Jerebic, S.: Data creation and analysis; Zarnkow, M.: 

Study conception and supervision, critical review of draft. 
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Publication 2 

Page 42 - 55 

2.3 The Influence of Brewing Yeast Strains on 
Monoterpene Alcohols and Esters Contributing 
to the Citrus Flavour of Beer 

 

In Publication 1, several highly flavor-active alcohols and esters in free and bound form (flavor 

precursors) were determined in hop raw material that could be biotransformed by the 

brewing yeast. The investigation into the interaction of hop volatiles and the brewing yeast 

might gather relevant information for brewers concerning the implementation of dry hopping 

during the primary or secondary fermentation. One problem in evaluating the impact of yeast 

on monoterpene alcohols and esters is that different effects could coincide that might 

increase or decrease levels of compounds.  

In this study, several test fermentation set-ups were designed to analyze the 

biotransformation potential of popular brewing strains often used in beer production in 

Germany. A clear impact of different hopping timings on the final levels of hop volatiles in 

beer was confirmed. Despite lower concentrations of oil constituents, dry hopping green beer 

led to the highest citrus flavor intensity. It was shown that different outcomes might be 

attributed to brewing yeast activity by dry hopping green or lager beer. Hydrolase activity was 

identified in both green and bright beer yeast.  

The yeast strains showed different potential to decrease geraniol concentrations during 

primary fermentation. In statistical analysis (ANOVA) and sensory evaluation using a geraniol 

reference compound, the importance of geraniol for citrus flavor in beer was confirmed. The 

high potential of the brewing yeast strain TUM 506 to influence citrus flavor in beer was 

attributed to the production of flavor-active compounds and a slight geraniol decreasing effect 

during main fermentation. The analysis of isobutyl isobutyrate showed the synergistic and 

antagonistic effect of the ester for citrus flavor in beer depending on the compound 

concentration. The different impact of the flavor-active compound on flavor descriptors 

indicated that the complex issue of combinatory effects is involved in shaping beer flavor. 

 
Authors/Authorship contribution: 

Haslbeck, K.: Literature search, writing, data creation, study conception and design; Bub, S.: Data 

analysis and interpretation (Enzyme assay, HS-GC-MS system); Von Kamp, K.: Creation of the research 

plan (fermentation); Michel, M.: Critical review (fermentation), supported statistical analysis tasting; 

Zarnkow, M.: Support at statistical analysis of data; Hutzler, M.: Supported creation of the research 

plan (yeast strain selection); Coelhan, M.: Supervised the project, critical content review.  
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Publication 3 

Page 56 - 67 

2.4 On the Fate of β-Myrcene during Fermentation – 
The Role of Stripping and Uptake of Hop Oil 
Components by Brewer´s Yeast in Dry-Hopped 
Wort and Beer 

 

In several studies, the brewing yeast was identified as having an impact on the terpenoid oil 

constituents during fermentation. However, the change in concentration of terpene oil 

constituents such as mono- and sesquiterpenes during the main fermentation is sometimes 

more significant. Despite their importance for dry-hopped beer flavor, there is limited 

knowledge of the factors leading to losses, which can be highly significant. 

In Publication 3, the evaporation of volatile compounds during fermentation of dry-hopped 

all-malt wort was investigated. The method of bubbling water columns was used to trap the 

fermentation gases. A laboratory-scale fermentation unit was used that imitated conditions 

comparable with a large-scale fermentation vessel. Considerable amounts of β-myrcene were 

determined in the water of bubbling columns that were evaporated during fermentation, 

which is related to its hydrophobicity. The fermentation temperature level had a (minor) 

influence on the amounts evaporated, which is due to the temperature dependency of the 

compound volatility. The top-fermenting or bottom-fermenting yeast strain used in trials 

influenced the amounts of flavor-active yeast products evaporated, such as ethyl hexanoate, 

isoamyl acetate, and styrene. Usually, green beer has approx. hundred million yeast cells per 

milliliter, which combined, have a high surface area with hydrophobic effect. Due to the 

presence of yeast in a test medium (non-alcoholic beer), β-myrcene concentration was 

significantly decreased. At the highest cell count (100 million cells/ml), 98–99 % of the dosed 

reference compound was removed. In a separate test, a strong binding effect of yeast was 

determined that led to the conclusion that in a beer-like environment, bound β-myrcene 

content will not contribute to the beer flavor. Thus, there is an expected impact of the brewing 

yeast on dry-hopped beer flavor (when dry hopping green beer), especially for flavors such as 

“resinous” and “green”, which are associated with monoterpene and sesquiterpene 

hydrocarbons. In addition, the hydrophilic compound linalool was not affected by evaporation 

or adsorption effects at the test conditions used, confirming its relatively good solubility in 

wort and beer.  
 

Authors/Authorship contribution:  

Haslbeck, K.: Literature search, writing, data creation, study conception and design; Bub, S.: Data 

analysis and interpretation; Schönberger, C.: Critical review of trial design and manuscript; Zarnkow, 

M.: Supported study conception and design; Jacob F.: Critical content review; Coelhan, M.: Supported 

the creation of research plan, critical content review, supervised the project. 
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Publication 4 

Page 68 - 77 

2.5 Investigations into the Transfer Rate of Volatile 
Compounds in Dry Hopping using an Octanol-
Water Partition Coefficient Model 

 

The knowledge about theoretical principles of dry hopping is minimal. Due to its increasing 

popularity, there is demand for controlling the extraction process in a more targeted way. 

Therefore, a better understanding of the basic reactions during dry hopping is needed.  

In Publication 4, factors influencing the volatile profile of beer during the dry hopping process 

were examined. Non-alcoholic beer (0.1 % v/v EtOH) that was previously set to 5.0 and 

8.1 % v/v EtOH was used for dry hopping with the hop variety Tettnanger. Higher basic beer 

ethanol contents led to higher amounts of volatile hop compounds extracted, especially of 

terpenes. Higher extraction temperatures, 20 or 4 °C compared with 1 °C, had a similar effect 

on dry-hopped beer. The increase in the dosage of pellets, 7.3 g/l compared with 1.5 g/l, led 

to a higher proportion of terpenoids in beer, although not all analyzed compounds were 

uniformly increased. The varietal impact on the transfer rate of volatiles was confirmed, 

although only three varieties (Cascade, Hallertau Blanc, Eureka!) were compared. Despite 

improved extraction conditions in this study, the analyzed terpenes and C11-ester were 

transferred at relatively low rates during dry hopping; a maximum 13 % (α-pinene) was 

reached in trials. The alcohols and C8-esters (hydrophilic) were transferred at rates above 

23 %. Levels above 100 % (max.: 1-octen-3-ol at 411 %) are attributed to β-glycosidic bound 

compounds released during dry hopping.  

The octanol-water partition coefficient (KOW) of a hop oil constituent was determined as the 

key parameter for the transfer rate and the resulting concentration in dry-hopped beer. 

Process parameters were only a secondary influence on the volatile profile of dry-hopped test 

beers. The log KOW is the ratio of the level of a compound in a mixture of the immiscible phases 

water and octanol at equilibrium. It is, therefore, a measure of the hydrophobicity of a 

compound and is used to comprehensively assess the thermodynamics of partitioning and the 

environmental behavior of chemicals.  

 

Authors/Authorship contribution: 

Haslbeck, K.: Literature search, writing, data creation, study conception and design; Minkenberg, D.: 

Data acquisition, processing and interpretation; Coelhan, M.: Project idea, critical review and revision 

of manuscript, supervised the project. 
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3 Discussion 

The use of hops in the cold area of a brewery opens a wide range of opportunities for the 

creation of beers with exceptional flavors. One of the main obstacles is to efficiently extract 

the hop oil. However, doing this and to further achieve consistent quality presents brewers 

and researchers with diverse challenges due to the complexity of the hop material, the 

extraction medium including green and bright beer, and the dry hopping process itself with 

numerous potential factors influencing final result. When comparing hop oils, there are 

substantial differences in their composition given the existence of more than 200 different 

hop varieties available for brewing. Moreover, the green and bright beer matrices contain 

biologically active components (e.g. enzymes [134, 146]) and microparticles with specific 

surface properties (e.g. yeast cells [121]). It is expected that interactions of the derived hop, 

malt, and yeast compounds impact the formation of beer flavors. To date, interactions of dry 

hopping-derived flavorings and matrix compounds have received scant attention in the 

research literature. Little is known about controlling the extraction to influence hoppy flavor 

of beer, and nor is it clear if there are any other factors that impact the concentrations of 

extracted components during the dry hopping period. The major factors influencing 

concentrations of volatile components during dry hopping and investigated in the present 

dissertation are as follows: 
 

• Hop raw material: 

The transfer rates of volatile hop components during dry hopping and consequently 

the composition in beer depend on the substance properties. The flavor potential of 

precursor substances in hops is released through dry hopping. 
 

• Brewing yeast fermentation: 

Interactions of volatile hop components with yeast cells, yeast metabolism-derived 

enzymes or undissolved carbon dioxide have an impact on the concentration of hop 

flavor components in the beer matrices. 
 

• Dry hopping process: 

The basic beer composition and dry hopping parameters, in turn, influence the 

extraction of flavor components. 
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3.1 Utilization of hop flavor components and precursors in dry      
          hopping 

Hops are characterized by a high proportion of secondary metabolites. Thus, hop is a raw 

material versatile for beer production. Today it is well established that the oil of hops is a 

source of the hoppy flavor of beer [4, 56]. Analyzes of the flavor profile of beers showed that 

individual substances such as linalool and geraniol can play a key role in the formation of 

hoppy beer flavors [49]. The evaluation of additional components, e.g. β-myrcene, 2-methyl 

butyl-2-methyl propanoate, and α-humulene can provide a reliable indication of the sensory 

perception of the total hoppy content of dry-hopped beers, as shown in a current study by 

Machado et al. [72]. Although researcher analyzed glycosides as possible beer flavor 

precursors [62], the impact of precursors especially on dry-hoppy beer flavor is not clear yet. 

New insights presented herein will feed into the discussion regarding flavor potential and 

hydrolysis pathways of glycosides. Part of the aim of this dissertation is to assess the 

contribution of different hop material components to the flavor of dry-hopped beers. This 

chapter discusses new findings about transfer rates of hop aroma components in dry hopping, 

using a solubility model (log KOW) introduced within a study that is part of the present 

dissertation. There is also a focus on the qualitative evaluation of seeded compared to 

unseeded hops for brewing purposes. The application of current and newly introduced 

methods allows a reassessment of hop samples with different seed contents, especially 

regarding their suitability for usage in dry hopping. It should also be considered that initial 

field trials were carried out to produce high-quality, standardized fertilized and un-fertilized 

hop patterns. 

3.1.1  Hop oil constituents and their octanol-water partition  
           coefficients  

The concentration change in oil constituents during dry hopping has been studied for several 

years, however, these studies failed to establish a model theory explaining the different yields 

or transfer rates of oil constituents from hops. Previously, it was shown that the transfer rates 

vary during dry hopping depending on the oil constituent [81, 114]. In particular, there were 

significant differences in the transfer ranges between selected terpenoids (> 49 %; < 178 %; 

Table 5) and terpenes (> 0.1 %; < 2.6 %). In the course of this dissertation, higher transfer rates 

of terpenoids (> 71 %; < 350 %) and terpenes (> 0.1 %; < 9.0 %) were determined [152] 

compared to the aforementioned study results. In addition to the influence of the hop variety 

(discussed below), this is primarily due to the dry hopping parameters that can increase the 

yield of oil components from hops (cf. chapters 3.3.2/3). In Table 5, the transfer rates obtained 

in a study within present dissertation are divided according to base beer alcohol contents. A 
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direct comparison of the transfer rates indicates the impact of the base beer properties, such 

as the extraction-increasing influence of increased base beer ethanol contents. It should be 

noted that hop cones were used in the study by Forster et al. [81], which usually results in 

comparably lower extraction rates than for pellets [106]. However, comparing study results in 

table 5, in case of linalool and geraniol, Forster et al. determined comparably higher transfer 

rates than Krottenthaler et al. Thus, further factors besides degree of dispersion of the hop 

material had impact on transfer rates. The role of different dry hopping parameters on 

transfer rates of oil constituents is discussed in chapters 3.3.2/3. 
 

Table 5  Log KOW-levels [log (mol mol-1)] and transfer rates (%) of oil constituents  
               during dry hopping from hop into (bright) beer 

Compound Log KOW 

 [153] 
Forster  
et al.  
[81] 

Krottenthaler 
et al.  
[114] 

Haslbeck 
et al. 

[152] 1 

Haslbeck 
et al. 

[152] 2 

Linalool 3.50 100–111 63–96 71–1463 78–142 

Geraniol 3.56 49–178 49–86 73–168 135–350 

β-Myrcene 4.34 0.1–0.3 0.3–2.0 0.3–1.0 1.2–2.7 

β-Caryophyllene 6.30 0.02–0.6 0.1–2.6 0.1–5.2 0.2–9.0 

α-Humulene 6.95 0.1–1.9 0.1–2.6 0.2–1.3 0.4–2.9 
 

1beer EtOH content ≤ 5.0 v/v, hop dosage based on oil in beer 1.5–2.5 ml/hl;  
2beer EtOH content 8.1 v/v; hop dosage based on oil in beer 2.5 ml/hl;  
3low hop dosage amount led to increased transfer rates, not considered in test setup using beer at 8.1 v/v EtOH; 

 

Despite the differences described, there is a convergence in the results of the previous studies 

and those in the context of the dissertation, namely the difference in the transfer rates of 

terpenes (≤ 9.0 %, Table 5) and terpenoids (≥ 49 %). The yield of terpenes and terpenoids 

differs significantly and is independent of the use of different hop varieties, products, and dry 

hopping methods. Other recently published studies on dry hopping extraction efficiency using 

different scales confirm relatively low transfer rates of terpenes compared to terpenoids [108, 

112]. As a result of compound-specific transfer rates, the compositions of the oil differ 

between hop and beer that were dry hopped with the same batch, which can be 

demonstrated using linalool and β-myrcene as representatives of the specified compound 

groups. In the previously mentioned study conducted as part of dissertation, the transfer rates 

during dry hopping with Tettnanger (TE) hops were 1.0 % for β-myrcene and 123 % for linalool 

(Table 6) [152]. Linalool made up a low proportion of 0.5 % in the oil of pellets (type-90), 

whereas it had the highest proportion in dry-hopped beer at 41.1 %. The β-myrcene formed 

the highest proportion in the oil of the same pellets with 36.1 % and had a minor proportion 

of 26.3 % in the dry-hopped beer.   
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Table 6  Concentrations of oil constituents in hop and beer and transfer rates  
               during dry hopping from hop into beer [152] 

 Compound Tettnanger 
(pellet)  

µg/g 

Tettnanger 
(pellet)  

% 

Dry-hopped 
beer² 
µg/l 

Dry-hopped 
beer² 

% 

Transfer 
rate 

% 

Linalool 13.1 ± 0.2 0.5 120 ± 11.5 41.1 123 

β-Myrcene 1,028 ± 12 36.1 76.7 ± 8.8 26.3 1.0 

Sum oil 2,845 1 100 292 100 - 
 

1 oil content: 3.47 µl/g;  
2 lager beer at 5 % v/v EtOH; dry hopping at 1 °C; 
 

The most important finding was that transfer rates of oil constituents depended primarily on 

their solubility properties. The octanol-water partition coefficients (log KOW; Table 5) of the 

hop oil constituents, which are used as a measure of the solubility of a substance in aqueous 

solutions [93, 154], correlated with their transfer rates during dry hopping [152]. Higher log 

KOW-levels of terpenes (≥ 4.34), for example, indicate the comparatively higher solubility in the 

hop matrix having rather non-polar and hydrophilic characteristics. Consequently, the transfer 

rates of terpenes into beer, which have more polar and hydrophilic features, will be rather 

low (≤ 9.0 %). A certain drawback associated with the use of the log KOW solubility model is 

that this model uses n-octanol rather than the hop matrix that was used in experiments. The 

hop matrix is understood to correspond to the non-polar phase represented by n-octanol, and 

the beer phase corresponds to the (deionized) water phase. However, the model in its present 

form is reliable and a consistent explanatory approach for the limited concentrations of 

terpenes, and also larger ester (C11) in dry-hopped beers. This is contrary to concentrations of 

alcohols and shorter esters (C8), which were extracted up to quantitative amounts. Although 

the levels of the transfer rates were identified being substance-specific, they can be influenced 

within certain ranges via the dry-hopping process control as mentioned before.  

It should be noted that the transfer rates listed in Tables 5 and 6 are not based exclusively on 

the extraction of the oil components from the lupulin glands. In addition, biotransformations 

of hop flavor components can take place during dry hopping. In a study within the course of 

the present dissertation, the maximum transfer rate of an oil constituent (isobutyl 

isobutyrate), of which no concentration-increasing reaction is known, was 87 % [152]. Higher 

transfer rates, especially those above 100 %, are due to conversion reactions, such as the 

release of aglycones from the hop material, e.g. linalyl- or geranyl glycosides (cf. chapter 

3.1.3). In the case of geraniol, the transfer rates were particularly high (max. 350 %), which 

indicates the presence of further precursors in the hop material, e.g. geranyl acetate as 

previously suggested [81]. 
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3.1.2  Seed content of hops 

Hops for brewing come in similar proportions worldwide from growing areas with fertilized 

and un-fertilized hops. In Germany, great importance is attributed to the fact that all 

harvested hops are preferably unfertilized (seed content < 2 %), whereas in other countries, 

e.g. U.S.A., U.K., Australia, the seed content is not an evaluation criterion and varies between 

10–30 % [1, 18]. Since contradicting statements were made in previous studies regarding the 

effect of seeded hops on beer quality, in a study within the present dissertation it was 

investigated whether the proportion of seeds influences the aroma quality in the specific case 

of dry-hopped beers. What stands out in this research is that the hop samples investigated 

were produced in standardized field trials. The method of growing fertilized or unfertilized 

plants at the same location was introduced to minimize external influences [155]. Hop 

patterns that had a high proportion of seeds (18.9 ± 2.3 %) or a minimal proportion of seeds 

(1.3 ± 0.3 %) were used, although the hop plants were cultivated under the same 

environmental influences. Hallertauer Tradition (HHT) was the main test object, as it is 

traditionally one of the most important aroma varieties in Germany and employed in 2019 

with 13.5 % of the total cultivation area [15]. Visual inspection confirmed that the fertilized 

cones are larger than the unfertilized patterns and have greatly enlarged bracts [19]. The 

relatively large cones combined with the increased proportion of seeds lead to a relatively 

high cone weight, which can be seen as an economic advantage. In the analysis of α- and oil-

contents of HHT patterns with different seed proportions (Table 7), no significant differences 

were found. The α-contents around 6.7 % were slightly above the 5- (6.4 %) or 10-year mean 

(6.3 %) of this variety cultivated in the Hallertau [22]. There is little published information on 

the effect of seeds on hop quality parameters. In 1981, a review was published that offers 

contradictory findings about the oil and α-acid content of hops with different seed proportions 

[18]. Several studies were summarized which compared the α- and oil contents of various hop 

varieties (Fuggles, Northern Brewer, Hallertauer, Wye Target, Wye Challenger, Wye 

Northdow, Bullion, Wye Saxon) cultivated in different growing areas in the U.K. and Germany. 

There was a noticeable tendency towards a higher oil content and, depending on variety, also 

a higher α-content with a lower proportion of seeds. However, these studies have been unable 

to demonstrate that differences between patterns were not affected by external influences, 

e.g. environmental conditions. 

The analysis of the oil fraction of the HHT patterns from the aforementioned field trials 

showed high similarity [155]. The same 90 substances were identified in unfertilized and 

fertilized hops, respectively. Differences were found in a few cases within the 52 quantified 

substances, such as some esters. The concentrations of 3-methyl butyl-2-methyl propanoate 

were significantly higher in the fertilized samples than in the unfertilized samples, whereas in 
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the unfertilized samples, the concentrations of 6-methyl heptanoate were higher (student t, 

n = 4; α = 0.05; Table 7). In the context of terpenoids and flavor contributions, several esters 

proved to be important for the flavor of hops [44]. Isobutyl isobutanoate and methyl-4-

decenoate can be essential for the flavor of dry-hopped beers using Styrian Golding [5]. In a 

study as part of this dissertation it was shown that isobutyl isobutyrate can be a flavor 

component of dry-hopped beers using Hersbrucker, Mandarina Bavaria or Hallertauer 

Magnum [156]. 
 

Table 7  Selected hop analysis results [155] 

Hop sample α-Content 
 

% 

Oil content 
 

ml/100 g 

3-Methyl butyl-2-
methyl propanoate 

 µg/l 

6-Methyl  
heptanoate 

µg/l 

HHTunfertilized 6.75 ± 0.64  0.97 ± 0.8 0.8 ± 0.11 4.1 ± 0.58 

HHTfertilized 6.72 ± 1.05  1.05 ± 0.6 1.8 ± 0.39 2.4 ± 0.36 

 

Another critical test method assessing the quality of hop material is the sensory evaluation of 

their impact on beer flavor. In a previous study it was reported that hop seeds could impair 

the taste stability of beers due to their high lipid content of up to 32 % [16, 17]. In the context 

of hop samples from the above-mentioned field trials, dry-hopped beers using these hops and 

with different proportions of seeds showed a comparably high-quality aroma profile 

immediately after production and after three months of storage [155]. In the descriptive 

tasting by trained tasters, no significant difference was found in eleven examined aroma 

attributes (ANOVA, α = 0.05; n = 7). Thus, important indications were provided that hop 

patterns are equally suitable for dry hopping regardless of their seed content. 

3.1.3  Hop glycosides 

Over the past two decades, only a few studies have directly addressed if hop glycosides could 

contribute to hoppy beer flavors. Goldstein et al. postulated that hops contain glycosides or 

other flavor precursors from which flavorings may be released during fermentation [24]. They 

identified 60 different aglycones in the varieties Galena, Tettnanger, and Cascade [25]. An 

early quantification of 14 different aglycones using GC-MS within a study by Kollmannsberger 

et al. indicated dependency of the amount of glycosidically bound flavoring on variety [62]; 

samples of Hallertauer Hersbrucker (HHE) and Hallertauer Tradition (HHT) had comparatively 

higher contents of released linalool than Hallertauer Magnum (HHM) (peak areas; HHE: 27; 

HHT: 25; HHM: 12). In the context of the present dissertation, 44 different aglycones were 

identified in HHT samples (from field trial mentioned previously; crop 2013) by using GC-TOF-

MS, of which 35 substances were quantified by GC-FID [155], which is a higher number than 
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in the previous study. It is unclear if the number of aglycones varies between studies due to 

the analysis methods used or if another factor such as crop has an impact. Among the 

quantified compounds in glycoside extracts from HHT field trial samples, e.g. 2.0 µg/g linalool 

was detected, which corresponds to only 3 % of total linalool. This is an even lower share 

compared to the 21–36 % bound linalool in total linalool determined by Wilhelm [64]. This 

researcher group detected 6.6–41.1 µg bound linalool per gram of hops in the varieties Perle, 

Smaragd, Hersbrucker, Golding and Cascade. Interestingly, for linalool, the content differed 

by a factor of 6 between the examined varieties. In the context of hop glycosides as flavor 

precursors, a recent study by Cibaka et al. underlined that their contribution to beer flavor is 

supposed to be low [149]. They determined a relatively low proportion of glycosidically bound 

terpinols at 0.6–28.6 µg/g compared to the corresponding free form of aglycons at 7.8–109.2 

µg/g in the varieties Amarillo, Citra, Hallertau Blanc, Mosaic, and Sorachi Ace. Data from 

several studies suggest that the concentrations of glycoside flavor precursors in hops are 

relatively low, however, it should be noted that the extraction rates of the glycosides from the 

hop material into the wort or beer can be considered to be high due to their relatively 

hydrophilic character. In a study on hopping regimes with the Simcoe®, Hallertau Mittelfrüh 

and Columbus hop varieties, Sharp et al. determined that comparable amounts of glycosides 

were extracted regardless of the use of the hops in kettle, late or dry hopping [150]. 

The present study in the course of the dissertation provides the first comprehensive 

assessment of glycosides in fertilized or unfertilized hop patterns [155]. Different seed 

contents did not significantly influence aglycon composition in samples of the varieties HHT 

and Progress (PG) from the previously mentioned field tests. The analysis of the aglycones of 

HHT and PG, which included GC-O, contributed additional evidence that hops involve 

precursors of potent flavor components for beer. Identified aglycones of the compound 

groups aliphatic alcohols, terpene alcohols and C13-norisoprenoids are to be emphasized, 

since they include some components that have been attributed as contributing to hoppy 

flavors of pellets and beer, e.g. 1-octen-3-ol, phenyl acetaldehyde, linalool, α-terpineol and β-

damascenone [4, 24, 44, 56, 74]. Interestingly, the concentrations of the released fatty acids 

of the glycoside extracts of the HHT and PG samples showed no significant differences 

between the unfertilized and fertilized patterns [155]. This is a striking result as in previous 

reports the high fat content of the seeds and their unsaturated fatty acids in particular were 

considered to be the trigger for a deteriorating taste stability of beers brewed with hops at 

increased seed contents [16, 17]. 
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In the investigation of aglycones, different enzyme preparations can be used to break down 

the glycosides. For example, glucosidase from Aspergillus niger was used in a previous study 

to release the bound linalool [64], while another group used Hemicellulase Rapidase F64 [61]. 

Since the high effectiveness of the Hemicellulase Rapidase F64 was also confirmed by another 

group [65], after a review, this enzyme preparation was used in the context of the present 

dissertation. Phenyl-β-D-glucopyranoside was used as a glycoside for this test [155]. An 

average yield of 93 % was determined in the matrix of the unfertilized hop pattern. In the 

matrix of the fertilized hop pattern, the yield was 89 %, thus confirming the high effectiveness 

of Rapidase F64. 

3.1.4  Glycoside hydrolysis pathways  

In the past two decades, there has been a surge of interest in using the aromatic potential of 

the hop glycosides by releasing the aglycones. A few years after their identification, Kaltner et 

al. suggested that the slight increase in linalool concentrations during fermentation might be 

due to the hydrolyzing effect of brewer´s yeast on glycosides [77]. In the following, Daenen et 

al. identified the glycoside hydrolase activities by using Saccharomyces and Brettanomyces 

yeasts [146]. In a direct comparison, brewing yeasts (S. cerevisiae; S. pastorianus) showed a 

lower activity than non-Saccharomyces yeasts. Significant differences in activity levels occur 

even within brewing yeasts. Takoi et al. detected 0.4–0.8 U/l glycoside hydrolase activities in 

young and matured beer based on exo-β-1,3-glucanases from an S. pastorianus strain (lager 

yeast, strain not named) [137]. Based on the enzyme assay published by the group, glycoside 

hydrolase activities of 0.07–0.15 U/l were determined in the context of the present 

dissertation, originating from various S. cerevisiae (TUM 68, TUM 511, TUM 506) and S. 

pastorianus (TUM 34/70, TUM 193, TUM 69) brewing yeast strains [156]. The comparison of 

both studies using a similar enzyme assay shows that the glycoside hydrolase activities of 

brewing yeast strains can vary significantly (factor of 5) and, regardless of the absolute level, 

the activities during the main fermentation and maturation remain at relatively constant. 

Previous studies did not respond satisfactorily to the question of the effectiveness of the 

glycoside-hydrolyses at those low activity levels. In the context of low activity levels, a study 

by Kanauchi and Bamforth provided further facts that the influence of brewer´s yeast on the 

hydrolysis of glycosides in the wort is to be classified as relatively low, since only a small part 

(2.5 %) of the β-glucosidase activities of ale and lager yeast was extracellular [145]. It is also 

unclear whether parallels can be drawn between brewing and other research disciplines. 

However, in enology it is common practice to dissolve glycosides as flavor precursor 

compounds through enzymes formed by certain yeast strains, including Saccharomyces yeasts 

[157, 158]. 
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In light of the above-mentioned results, alternative glycoside-hydrolysis pathways are needed. 

Interestingly, hop cones from field trials mentioned before (cf. chapter 3.1.2/3), showed little 

β-glucosidase activity (0.11 U/g) [155]. This is the first description of an alternative source for 

glycoside-hydrolyzing enzymes (besides technical preparations), which is an important finding 

within a study of the present dissertation. Assuming a moderate dry hopping dose of 1 g/l, the 

expected level of activity is comparable to the exo-β-1,3-glucanase activity that was detected 

from six different brewing yeast strains previously mentioned in this chapter (TUM 68, TUM 

511, etc.) [156]. The samples of the hop variety PG (0.11 ± 0.01 U/g), grown in the field trial in 

Kent, U.K., showed the same β-glucosidase activity as the variety HHT grown in Hüll (0.11 ± 

0.01 U/g). Due to the small sample size it was not clarified whether the enzymatic potential of 

cone hops depends on the variety. In the context of enzyme activities originating from hop 

samples, a previous study evaluating diastases found increased activities in fertilized hop 

patterns [20]. However, the findings of the current study as part of this dissertation did not 

support the theses that fertilization generally leads to higher activities of hydrolases. Fertilized 

and unfertilized hop samples of the HHT variety did not show any significantly different β-

glucosidase activities (t-test; α = 0.05) [155]. It should be mentioned that the cone hops were 

dried for approx. five hours at 60 °C before analyzing the enzyme activity. In the case of 

glucosidases, denaturation rises significantly at temperatures around 50 °C [145]. Considering 

the heat exposure, the activity levels determined are even more noticeable. With regard to 

the use of hop pellets for dry hopping, only slightly lower enzyme activities are to be expected 

in comparison to cone hops, since temperatures up to 60 °C and 50–55 °C are only reached 

temporarily when the hops are homogenized (drying step) and pelletized [1]. 

 

3.2 Influence of brewing yeast fermentation on dry hopping- 
         derived flavorings 

The brewing yeast metabolizes the (fermentable) extract of the beer wort and uses the energy 

obtained for cell propagation, which creates a significant biomass. The composition of the 

beer matrix is also changed by products of alcoholic fermentation such as ethanol and 

carbonic acid. During the fermentation and maturation of beer, significant changes sometimes 

occur in the concentration of hop aroma components. Proof was provided that several hop-

derived components undergo transformation during the brewing process such as oxidation in 

case of sesquiterpenes during wort boiling [89]. However, a deeper understanding of the 

influence of brewing yeast fermentation on hoppy beer flavor is needed. Thus, in the 

following, potential influences on the flavor of dry-hopped beers that are induced by brewing 

yeast activities are discussed. 
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3.2.1  Vaporization of β-myrcene  

The drop in concentrations of mono- and sesquiterpenes during wort fermentation is 

significant. Depending on the substance content in the pitching wort and the fermentation 

conditions, the concentrations can be reduced below the detection limit in final beer [95]. In 

the case of dry hopping during the main fermentation, study results in the course of this 

dissertation showed that only small amounts of terpenes, e.g. β-myrcene, get dissolved [159]. 

The transfer rate of β-myrcene was determined at 0.3 %, leading to concentrations in the low 

microgram range in beer. This level is low compared to transfer rates of 0.3–2.7 % during the 

dry hopping of matured beer in a closed pressure tank using hop pellets (Table 5) [114, 152]. 

A source of losses of volatile compounds is based on a characteristic function of fermentation 

vessels, the discharge of excess fermentation carbon dioxide. Up to now very little has been 

published about the volatilization of flavorings during the fermentation of beverages, 

especially for beer fermentation. Furthermore, previous studies failed to provide data on the 

losses of flavorings within experiments representative of beer production. In a study as part 

of this dissertation, the evaporation of flavorings during dry hopping of fermenting wort in 

standardized small-scale experiments (10 l) was investigated for the first time. Losses have 

been identified via the trapped gas from the headspace of the fermenting wort. In the case of 

β-myrcene, an average of about 250 µg/l of vaporized β-myrcene for each test batch was 

dissolved in trap containers (bubbling water columns) [159]. Consequently, an average of 

3.38 mg of vaporized β-myrcene was dissolved per test batch, which corresponded to 8.2 % 

of the β-myrcene (41.16 mg) contained in the dry hopping dose (Mosaic, pellet type-90). 

However, these data must be interpreted with caution because the test setup was not 

designed to quantitatively trap vaporized β-myrcene, but other (less nonpolar) compounds as 

well. Besides hop oil constituents, the same test setup also trapped fermentation products 

such as ethyl hexanoate, isoamyl acetate, and styrene in case of top-fermentation. Previously, 

Haefliger et al. used a cryotrapping sampling system to investigate fermentation gases in lab-

scale fermentations (0.12 l) [96]. In the gas phase of fermenting wort they determined mono- 

and sesquiterpenes, e.g. β-myrcene, α-pinene, β-pinene, α-humulene, β-caroyphyllene, and 

some esters derived from alcohols 2-methyl propyl alcohol, 2- and 3-methyl butyl alcohol. No 

terpene alcohols were detected among the volatilized hop components, which is in line with 

the results of the study in this dissertation [159]. An important finding in the specified study 

is that indications were given that higher temperatures during the main fermentation could 

lead to the increased release of hop flavor components into the gas phase. An increased 

volatility at higher temperatures of flavorings typically produced by yeasts was previously 

described in model fermentations [132].  
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The volatilization of hop components is closely related to yeast activities. The rise of carbon 

dioxide bubbles in the fermenting wort particularly promotes the expulsion of relatively 

hydrophobic components (cf. log KOW; chapter 3.1.1). In addition to the polarity of a substance, 

its volatility is a criterion for its evaporation. A terpene like β-myrcene has a comparably lower 

boiling point of 176 °C and therefore higher volatility than the terpene alcohol linalool, which 

has a boiling point of 198 °C [160]. This is thought to be part of the explanation for different 

behaviors in green beer.  

3.2.2  Adsorption of β-myrcene 

In green beer, yeast propagation results in a high concentration of microparticles. The surface 

of the yeast cell is non-polar, which plays an important role during flocculation, for example. 

In aqueous solutions, hydrophobic effects can lead to the aggregation of molecules with a 

non-polar surface [160], such as yeast cells and hop bitter acids [161]. In a study within this 

present dissertation, it was demonstrated for the first time that significant amounts of volatile 

hop components can be bound at the yeast biomass [159]. In laboratory tests using model 

solutions, the content of β-myrcene (initial concentration 70 µg/l) was reduced depending on 

the concentration of yeast cells. At cell counts typical of the range at the end of the main 

fermentation (approx. 100 million cells/ml), the terpene was almost completely adsorbed by 

the brewing yeast strains TUM 68 or TUM 34/70, 98 % and 99 %, respectively. With regard to 

the reduction in β-myrcene concentration, no difference was determined between the top- 

(TUM 68) and bottom-fermenting (TUM 34/70) yeast strain. In contrast to bottom-fermenting 

yeasts, top-fermenting yeasts form budding chains, which is thought to reduce the cell surface 

and lead to decreased adsorption effects towards yeast cells. However, taking almost equal 

decrease rates into account, no significant difference was observed. 

From the point of view of imparting flavorings to beer within the method of dry hopping, it is 

of great interest if these binding processes are reversible. Thus, in further test series within 

the scope of this dissertation study, the solvent efficiency of ethanol, which is a natural 

ingredient of beer, was tested at different concentrations. Even in pure ethanol, which can be 

used as a solvent for relatively hydrophobic substances, only 17.2 % (TUM 68) or 16.8 % (TUM 

34/70) of the originally dosed amount of β-myrcene was solubilized. A weaker solvent (5 or 

10 % v/v EtOH solution), on the other hand, could not release any bound β-myrcene. Thus, 

this case study showed that intermolecular attractions between a comparably hydrophobic 

flavor component and the cell surface are relatively strong. Consequently, adsorbed β-

myrcene and substances of similar characteristics will not contribute to beer flavor. In contrast 

to the monoterpene, linalool was not influenced by the presence of yeast cells, which in turn 

is due to its comparatively higher hydrophilicity. 
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3.2.3  Production of monoterpene alcohols 

It is well known that brewing yeasts produce various flavor-active components, however, 

similarities to hop flavourings have rarely been studied. Kishimoto et al. provided the first 

indication of the ability of brewer´s yeast to form monoterpene alcohols [56]. They found 

evidence that linalool was present in unhopped beer using GC-O. Takoi et al. detected a slight 

increase in geraniol during the fermentation of a wort hopped with HHT, which was preceded 

by a rapid decrease in the first three days of fermentation [137]. A slight increase in geraniol 

concentration during the fermentation of hopped wort was also determined by Hanke et al. 

[111]. Within a study in the scope of this dissertation, de novo synthesized amounts of linalool, 

geraniol, β-citronellol, nerol and α-terpineol by yeast were quantified for the first time in the 

brewing sector [156]. What is remarkable about this finding is that it is evidence of the high 

conformity among important flavorings in beer regardless of the source. Furthermore, this 

insight partly explains the harmony in beer flavor due to synergies among both hops and 

yeasts. The results were obtained using (unhopped) worts based on malt extract in order to 

exclude the possibility that precursors from the hops could be source of the increase in 

terpenoids during the test fermentation (cf. chapter 3.1.3).  
 

Table 8  Selected brewing yeast metabolism activities that influence the dry hopping  
               outcome [156] 

   Glycoside 
hydrolase 

activity 
(main ferm.) 

De novo production Geraniol metabolism 

Yeast strain 
Linalool β-Citronellol Geraniol 

Geraniol conc. decrease1 
at different original gravities: 

  7 °P 12 °P 18 °P 

  
  U/l µg/l 

%  
(µg l-1) 

%  
(µg l-1) 

% 
(µg l-1) 

To
p

-f
er

m
en

ti
n

g TUM 68 
“wheat beer” 

0.15 ± 0.03 2.6 ± 2.2 0.7 ± 0.2 6.8 ± 1.7 
43 

(30.1) 
56 

(39.2) 
65 

(45.5) 

TUM 506 
“ale” 

0.11 ± 0.01 n. d.  0.8 ± 0.0 4.0 ± 0.7 
36 

(25.2) 
42 

(29.4) 
37 

(25.9) 

TUM 511 
“ale” 

0.08 ± 0.02 n. d. 0.7 ± 0.0 2.7 ± 0.4 
50 

(30.5) 
66 

(46.2) 
75 

(52.5) 

B
o

tt
o

m
-f

er
m

en
ti

n
g 

TUM 34/70 
“lager” 

0.14 ± 0.00 1.2 ± 0.2 n. d. 3.0 ± 1.0 
63 

(44.1) 
73 

(51.1) 
80 

(56.0) 

TUM 69 
“lager” 

0.09 ± 0.02 1.3 ± 0.4 n. d. 1.7 ± 0.4 
64 

(44.8) 
73 

(51.1) 
76 

(53.2) 

TUM 193 
“lager” 

0.07 ± 0.01 0.9 ± 0.1 n. d. 3.2 ± 0.1 
58 

(40.6) 
75 

(52.5) 
83 

(58.1) 

 Average 0.11 1.5 0.7 3.5 
52 

(36.4) 
64 

(44.8) 
69 

(48.3) 
 

1 initial geraniol concentration set to 70 µg/l using reference substance  
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The Table 8 shows the concentrations of monoterpene alcohols by de novo production in 

beers using different S. cerevisiae and S. pastorianus brewing yeast strains commonly used in 

beer production in Germany [117]. Interestingly, there were differences in the ability to 

synthesize monoterpene alcohols. The TUM 68 showed the highest production of an individual 

component in the case of geraniol at 6.8 ± 1.7 μg/l. TUM 68 and the three bottom-fermenting 

yeast strains examined synthesized small amounts of linalool (0.9–2.6 µg/l), but the ale strains 

TUM 506 and TUM 511 did not. Traces of β-citronellol (0.7–0.8 µg/l) were produced 

exclusively by the top-fermenting yeast strains. Although the synthesis of the specified 

alcohols is in the low microgram range, it is still important for the beer flavor. Linalool (flowery, 

citrus-like), geraniol (flowery, rose-like) and β-citronellol (citrus-like) have very low odor 

thresholds (5–10 μg/l) and even below these concentrations they positively influence the beer 

flavor through synergistic effects [49, 51]. The concentration decreases of geraniol in the 

course of geraniol metabolism listed in Table 8 are discussed in chapter 3.2.4., glycoside 

hydrolase activities are addressed in chapters 3.1.4 and 3.2.5. 

3.2.4  Behavior of geraniol and β-citronellol 

Several studies in the past three decades have documented interesting behavior of geraniol 

and β-citronellol during fermentation and maturation. However, there is still no systematic 

understanding of how yeast influences the concentrations of both compounds. Study results 

within the present dissertation provide important insights into the concentration changes that 

were also observed in previous investigations on beer fermentations. Lam et al. and Takoi et 

al. determined that the decrease in the concentration of geraniol or the increase in the β-

citronellol concentration can be significant [67, 143]. What is remarkable about β-citronellol 

is that it is usually absent in worts or hop oils, but often present in beer. For trial fermentations 

using Citra hops, traces of β-citronellol in pitching wort increased to 10–20 µg/l during 

fermentation, whereas geraniol concentration decreased from 60–120 to 10–20 μg/l [49]. 

King et al. suggested that the reduction of geraniol to β-citronellol is part of the yeast´s 

geraniol metabolism [136]. They detected biotransformations of monoterpene alcohols in 

model fermentations including reductions, hydrations, and isomerization reactions. Based on 

the experimental data, they proposed a reaction cascade. In the context of transformation 

reactions, Sharp et al. also previously described a slight increase in β-citronellol concentration 

in dry-hopped fermenting wort [6]. However, indications were found that the changes in 

concentration are not necessarily based on the direct reduction of geraniol to β-citronellol 

[137]. In a study conducted as part of this dissertation, evidence was provided that the 

decrease in the concentration of geraniol does not necessarily lead to an increase in the β-

citronellol concentration [156]. In model fermentations using malt extract wort, significant 

geraniol concentration decreases of up to 83 % (58.1 µg/l; Table 8) occurred, while a minor 
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increase in β-citronellol concentration was determined at maximum of 1.5 µg/l. It was 

concluded that the traces of β-citronellol have most likely originated from de novo synthesis 

(cf. chapter 3.2.3). Consequently, the geraniol could most likely be excluded from being a 

source of β-citronellol in the present test series. An explanation might be found in yeast 

genetics. In wine fermentation using Saccharomyces cerevisiae yeasts role of OYE2 gene on 

reduction of geraniol to β-citronellol was studied [162]. Wild type yeast strain not deleted 

from OYE2 gene showed comparably highest production of β-citronellol. 

The most surprising aspect discovered in this particular study is the opposite effect of yeast 

metabolism on geraniol concentration in hopped wort [156]. In the absence of geraniol, the 

de novo production of the yeast was detected (cf. chapter 3.2.3). When adding a geraniol 

reference compound to the pitching wort, however, its concentration was reduced by the 

yeast geraniol metabolism, which is in line with earlier studies mentioned before. Since the 

concentration-reducing effect of the geraniol metabolism is comparatively stronger, the de 

novo production in beer fermentation is only noticeable by slightly decreasing the geraniol 

concentration. Another interesting finding in the present study was that the reduction was 

influenced by wort properties, which is an important insight in the field of geraniol 

metabolism. In model fermentations using worts of different original gravities 7, 12, and 18 °P, 

the reduction of geraniol concentration increased with the level of the original wort (Table 8). 

The highest decrease in geraniol concentration at 83 % was detected when fermenting wort 

of original gravity at 18 °P, the lowest was 36 % at 7 °P. In addition, the degradation rates 

varied between tested yeast strains; in fermentation of 18 °P wort, the maximum difference 

in degradation between the yeast strains TUM 193 and TUM 506 was 46 % (32.2 µg/l). Within 

the yeast selection tested, the strain TUM 506 provided indications that no decrease of 

geraniol concentration took place due to metabolic activity. In the worts fermented by the 

strain, a consistently low decrease in the geraniol concentration at 36–42 % was detected 

regardless of original gravity. Thus, in case of TUM 506, it was concluded that losses must have 

occurred besides those from biotransformations, e.g. minor volatilization. The impact of 

brewing yeast metabolism and the role of geraniol concentrations on hoppy beer flavors is 

discussed as part of a case study in the following chapter.  

3.2.5  Case study of contribution of brewing yeast to citrussy dry  
           hop flavor 

It is now well established that brewer´s yeast can have a decisive positive impact on beer 

flavors, however, its influence on dry hoppy flavors has remained unclear. In the 

aforementioned study on brewing yeasts in the context of the present dissertation, the 

significant impact of an ale yeast strain (TUM 506) on the citrussy flavor of dry-hopped beers 

was the subject of further investigations [156]. Interestingly, even in unhopped TUM 506-beer 
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panelists determined decidedly citrus notes with an intensity of 2.0 on a 6-point scale (0–5; 

descriptive tasting). A clearer comparison is provided by intensities of 0.5 ± 0.2 in beers 

prepared using other yeast strains. A plausible explanation for this might be that TUM 506 

formed fermentation products that led to a citrus-like beer flavor. Candidates would be flavor-

active esters, e.g. ethyl-2-methyl butyrate, ethyl butyrate, ethyl hexanoate, and ethyl-3-

hydroxy hexanoate [115], however, unfortunately there was no analysis of these compounds 

in beers.  

In the context of citrussy in hopped beers, strain TUM 506 minimized the negative impact on 

geraniol concentration resulting from biotransformations. As previously mentioned, the yeast 

strain showed a relatively high de novo production at 4.0 ± 0.7 µg/l whilst showing comparably 

lower geraniol metabolism and resulting in a concentration decrease of hop-derived geraniol 

at only 42 % (at 12 °P; Table 8); decrease for the other tested strains was 68 % on average. In 

previous studies, geraniol has been identified as being a contributor to citrussy flavors of 

beers, even when present at minimal levels in the low microgram range (per liter) [49]. 

However, the influence of concentration changes in the context of geraniol metabolism on 

beer flavor has not yet been evaluated. A series of tasting-tests within a study for this 

dissertation showed that even small changes in concentration can have a strong impact on 

the beer flavor [156]. In a moderately hopped lager beer at low initial geraniol concentration 

(2.1 µg/l), a geraniol substance was added to achieve the target concentrations of 10, 20 or 

40 µg/l in beers. As a result of the tastings, it was found that a slight increase in geraniol 

concentration to 10 μg/l already resulted in an increase in the aroma attribute “citrus-like” 

from 1.0 to 2.0 on a six-point scale (0–5). The increase to 20 or 40 μg/l resulted in 2.1 or 2.7 

intensity points, respectively. Taking significant differences in geraniol reduction between the 

yeast strains at 4.9–32.2 µg/l into account (Table 8), the selection of yeast strains appears 

relevant in preventing losses of hopped-derived geraniol, and consequently, citrussy intensity 

in beer. In the context of other important monoterpene alcohols that contribute to citrussy 

flavor, concentrations of linalool and β-citronellol appeared to be equally influenced by the 

tested yeast strains. On the basis of the listed data and considering the hydrolytic enzyme 

activity with regard to geraniol precursors such as glycosides (cf. chapter 3.1.4), it is thought 

to be a consistent conclusion that the strain TUM 506 is particularly suitable to support the 

citrus aroma of dry-hopped beers. A recently published study on dry-hopped beers (NEIPA) 

produced by nine different yeast strains confirmed variable contribution of different yeasts to 

fruity (and juicy) flavors and in some cases even suppression of mentioned attributes [128]. 

Variable impact on concentrations of flavor-active hop components and/or synergistic effects 

of fermentation products and hop oil constituents were derived to be major influencing 

parameters for resultant beer flavors. 
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A possible explanation for differences in flavor formation during brewing yeast fermentation 

might have been provided by researcher groups using population genomics to study the 

domestication of beer and wine yeasts [163, 164]. They found that yeast strains that are used 

today for brewing beer were developed from a variety of different trajectories and led from a 

wild form to a contemporary brewer´s yeast (= domestication). The result of the different 

family trees is that the flavor impression that a certain yeast strain creates in the fermentation 

of a beer wort is characteristic, and consequently, differs from other yeast strains. Within the 

previously mentioned study the yeast strains tested were selected based their high diversity, 

which is one explanation for the different influences on flavor formation in the fermentation 

of dry-hopped wort. The present study has provided a deeper insight into the interactions of 

brewing yeast and hop-derived components that influence citrus flavor of dry-hopped beers. 

However, brewing yeasts could influence concentrations of hop-derived compounds in several 

further ways. Steyer et al. analyzed the influence of brewing yeast and hop variety on 39 

volatile compounds in beer [127]. Nine out of 39 compounds (including monoterpenes), were 

influenced only by hop variety, two by yeast only (isoamyl alcohol, styrene), and the remaining 

compounds by both hop and yeast. The brewing yeast metabolism activities include the 

production of various different enzymes and consequently, they can acetylate (ATF1/ATF2), 

decarboxylate (PAD), or reduce (OYE2) several of the volatiles or precursors of the volatiles 

found in beer [165, 166]. Another possible explanation for the variability in the impact of 

yeasts on volatile compounds is the mutation in the enzyme gene(s) involved in these 

pathways [127]. This approach could also be used to interpret the results of this study 

conducted in the course of the dissertation. 

 

3.3 Effect of dry-hopping process parameters on the extraction of  
          volatiles 

The method of dry-hopping offers a highly effective measure to create intense hoppy beer 

flavors that can even be used as a style-defining element. However, controlling the extraction 

of flavor components via process management, which is an important goal from a quality 

assurance perspective, is a major challenge for brewers. Indeed, in the context of the fate of 

hop-derived components in the cold area, several key questions about the extraction and 

solubilization of oil constituents remain unresolved. The following discussion refers to the 

potential to influence the extraction of volatile hop components during static dry hopping via 

process control and the basic beer. 
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3.3.1  Hop addition timing and impact on flavor 

Hops can be added during several process steps in the cold area, basically, to the pitching 

wort, the green beer and the maturated beer. Obviously, major differences in extraction 

properties occur in potential matrices regarding the basic beer temperature, ethanol or 

carbonic acid content. However, there is no comprehensive analysis of the impact of dry 

hopping addition timing on volatiles. Briefly summarizing the insights of previously mentioned 

studies conducted in the course of the present dissertation: processes of loss of hop terpenes 

do clearly depend on the timing of hop-addition, this applies in particular to additions during 

(“early” timing) or after the main fermentation. Firstly, this is due to the process vessels 

varying between “open”, which enables volatilization as previously mentioned (cf. chapter 

3.2.1), and “closed” for lagering (“late” timing). Secondly, a negative impact of yeast biomass 

concerns hop additions before yeast separation (cf. chapter 3.2.2).  

For monoterpene alcohols concentrations, the dry-hop addition timing does not have a 

comparably uniform and significant impact. As previously mentioned, during fermentation, 

maturation, and lagering, the concentration of several monoterpene alcohols can change, and 

not always in the same direction (cf. chapters 3.1/2). To gain greater clarity, a study in the 

context of this dissertation focused on the fate of selected terpenoids derived by different dry 

hopping regimes [156]. Three hop varieties, three hop addition timings and six yeast strains 

(Table 8) were used in a series of single-hop and -addition experiments. It was found that the 

average concentration of the sum of linalool, geraniol, β-citronellol, nerol and α-terpineol in 

dry hopping during the main fermentation (15–20 °C; addition during pitching) was 33 % lower 

than dry hopping during cold maturation (1 °C; closed system) using the same dosing amount 

of hops. For esters, the sum of isobutyl isobutyrate, methyl hexanoate, methyl heptanoate, 

methyl octanoate, and methyl-4-decenoate was 30 % lower at the “earlier” dry hopping 

timing. Other alcohols and esters and additional terpenoid groups such as ketones, are 

thought to undergo similar concentration losses. As a result, despite concentration-increasing 

reactions in the case of the monoterpene alcohols (e.g. precursor hydrolysis, de novo 

synthesis; cf. chapters 3.1.4, 3.2.3), the final concentrations in beers that are dry hopped 

during the main fermentation are significantly lower than beers dry hopped in the subsequent 

process step. The present study showed that losses of terpenoids vary with dry hop addition 

timing, although at lower levels than terpenes. In a comparison of both compound groups, it 

was found that minor losses of terpenoids are based on their relatively higher polarity. The 

findings herein are in line with previous study results. Takoi et al. determined a significant 

decrease in the concentrations of α-terpineol and nerol during the main fermentation [137]. 

The same group detected a halving of the linalool concentration during the main fermentation 

[49]. Previously, a decrease in monoterpene alcohols during fermentation was attributed to 
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yeast metabolism and adsorption on the yeast cells [94], although investigations conducted 

as part of this dissertation showed that adsorption processes of these substances can be 

assumed as being unlikely (cf. chapter 3.2.2). Concentration decrease in case of esters might 

be attributed to degradations induced by yeast-derived esterase activities [83]. 

It is difficult to associate these findings with a specific impact on beer flavor, as a perceived 

flavor is basically the result of the amount and composition of flavor-active compounds, and 

both the amount and composition of flavorings differ between various dry hopping timings. A 

cautious approach to interpret the flavor impact would be that “early” dry hopping helps to 

emphasize fruity, citrus-like or floral contributions of a hop variety. Taking into account the 

clear influence of the addition timing on the relationship between two groups of substances, 

terpenoids and terpenes, early addition enhances the contribution of terpenoids to beer 

flavor. The representatives of the terpenoids, e.g. alcohols, and esters of hops can be roughly 

categorized as fruity, citrus-like or floral as mentioned before, in contrast to other categories 

green-grassy, spicy and vegetal. For citrussy this statement is supported by tasting results 

within the aforementioned study that include the varieties Hersbrucker (HE), Mandarina 

Bavaria (MB), and Hallertauer Magnum (HM) in the context of this dissertation [156]. Citrus 

intensity in test beers dry-hopped at the “early” timing using MB were rated highest (≥ 2.5; 6-

point scale) when they were produced using ale-strains (TUM 506, TUM 511) or a lager beer 

strain (TUM 34/70). A conclusion of study results regarding flavor impressions that are typical 

of terpenes, such as “herbal”, and “balsamic” (e.g. β-myrcene, β-pinene [32]) would be that 

those exclusively occur in “late” dry-hopped beers [159]. Previous studies consistently 

determined significant amounts of terpenes exclusively solubilized during the dry hopping of 

bright beer [5, 95]. Thus, based on the presented findings and earlier reports adding hops after 

the yeast cells harvest appears to be an effective measure to impart green and resinous flavors 

to beer. 

3.3.2  Hop variety and dosage amount 

Hop varieties can be distinguished based on their chemical composition, which is a result of 

genetically controlled factors. However, there is no systematic investigation into varietal 

influences on extraction efficiency during dry hopping. In the context of varietal impacts, dry-

hopping experiments conducted in the course of this dissertation showed that the transfer 

rates fluctuated to some extent between hop varieties. The hop variety with the highest α-

acid oil-content ratio (Hallertau Blanc: 0.74 % α-acid µl-1g) caused the lowest increase in oil 

(269 µg/l) and the varieties with lower α-acid oil-content ratio (Cascade or Eureka!: 0.64 % α-

acid µl-1g) led to higher increases in oil concentration (Cascade: 357 µg/l; Eureka!: 311 µg/l). 

These findings suggest that a higher content of α-acids could negatively affect the extraction 

of the volatile hop components. Based on the previously discussed log KOW model, an 
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explanatory approach would be based on the solubility of the oil in solutions that contain both 

a polar and a non-polar phase; accordingly, the relatively hydrophobic oil could be “retained” 

by higher contents of the relatively non-polar α-acids in the hop matrix and be solubilized by 

the polar beer phase in comparatively smaller amounts [152]. However, with a small sample 

size, caution must be applied, as these findings might not be applicable to other hop varieties. 

Previously, Engstle et al. detected a comparatively low swelling volume of pellets of resin-rich 

hop varieties and concluded that this can result in a lower yield of volatile substances during 

dry hopping [109]. A varietal impact on the hop pellet swelling volume, and therefore 

extraction, was reported in other recent study [110].  

Obviously, the dosage amount of hops as the major source of oil is an important factor for the 

content of oil in beer. In the context of absolute oil concentrations, studies confirm 

expectations that the increase in the amount of hop dosage causes an increase in the 

concentration of hop oil components, and consequently an intensification of hop flavor 

attributes in beer [112, 113]. Furthermore, indications were provided regarding a decrease in 

the oil yield within hop dosage increase [114]. However, as the previous study has suffered 

from considerable design limitations, transfer rates in the context of hop dosages were also 

the subject of investigations conducted as part of the present dissertation. What was 

surprising in these investigations is that dosage amount and concentration changes were 

inconsistent in terms of the oil constituents [152]. An increase in the pellet dosage (Tettnanger 

“TE”) by a factor of 5.0 (dosages based on oil in beer: 0.5–2.5 ml/hl) only led to an increase in 

the concentration of β-myrcene by a factor of 1.7. Conversely, the linalool concentration 

increased by a factor of 3.0. As previously mentioned, the two substances can be used as 

representatives of the relatively hydrophobic or hydrophilic flavorings of hops. Firstly, this 

example clearly illustrates that higher amounts of hop material lead to lower transfer rates of 

oil constituents. For terpenes in particular, an important insight is that considerably higher 

hop dosages will not significantly increase their contents in beer. Secondly and most 

interestingly, there is a shift in the oil composition in beer with an increase in dosage. Thus, 

increasing the dosage will lead to a higher proportion of esters and monoterpene alcohols, 

e.g. isobutyl isobutyrate, linalool and geraniol, compared to mono- and sesquiterpenes. 

Consequently, the hop-derived flavor in beer is expected to change towards fruity, floral and 

citrus-like flavors when increasing dry hopping rates. The differences in dosage effects 

between compound groups are again based on the different solubility properties in beer (cf. 

chapter 3.1.1). 

In short, besides variety and amount, the type of hops is crucial for the flavor impact due to 

dry hopping. Pelletized hops are primarily used for dry hopping in comparison to the studies 

mentioned in this chapter. When using pellets, higher transfer rates are to be expected 

compared to cone hops, as already mentioned in chapter 3.1.1. In the pelletizing process the 
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hop lupulin glands are squeezed, i.e. the cell membranes are broken [1, 106]. In chemical 

engineering, the extraction of squeezed membranes, which could be considered leaching, is 

described as more efficient compared to extracting intact cell membranes [167]. 

3.3.3  Basic beer temperature and ethanol content 

In previous studies, several basic beer parameters were suggested as being potential 

influencing factors on the result of dry hopping. However, most of these investigations have 

suffered from methodological limitations or depth of analysis. In the context of the present 

dissertation, the basic beer temperature and ethanol content appeared to be most effective 

in influencing the (static) dry hopping result [152]. Various test media temperatures (1, 4, 

20 °C) and ethanol contents (0.1, 5.0, 8.1 % w/w) were selected in dry hopping experiments 

using TE pellets type-90, as those parameters can occur when dry hopping during 

fermentation, maturation or lagering. In case of β-myrcene, the concentrations were 

increased significantly by a factor of 3.2 or 3.4 as a result of the increase in temperature from 

1 to 20 °C (basic beer: 0.1 % EtOH w/w) or ethanol content from 0.1 to 8.1 % EtOH w/w (basic 

beer: 1 °C), respectively. This is a remarkable finding considering the minor levels of this kind 

of compound usually found in beer (cf. chapters 3.1.1, 3.2.1/2). Under the same experimental 

conditions, the linalool concentrations only increased by a factor of 1.2 or a factor of 1.6. The 

results confirm a minor increase in the linalool concentration when comparing different base 

beer temperatures. Previously, base beer temperatures in a range between 0 °C and 20 °C 

during dry hopping were tested [99, 105, 107]. The results show that different temperatures 

or ethanol contents during dry hopping similarly lead to significant concentration changes of 

hop oil constituents in beer. Interestingly, apart from differences in the levels of a compound, 

individual impacts on the transfer rates of hop volatiles will lead to shifts in the composition 

of hop oil in beer. Due to different compound properties, an increase in each of the 

parameters will shift the ratio independently in favor of mono- and sesquiterpenes. The 

explanation for this would be that the rise in the dissolving capacity of the base beer via the 

increase in temperature or the improved solvent properties due to the higher ethanol content, 

will have a comparably stronger effect on relatively hydrophobic substances [168]. An 

important insight derived from the obtained results is that the same dry hopping regime used 

with different basic beers, e.g. non-alcoholic or strong beer, will result in different hop oil 

compositions, and consequently in different flavors. In a nutshell, dry hopping strong beers 

will emphasize certain flavor categories, e.g. “herbal”, and “green”. 
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In a case study part of this dissertation comparing the dry-hopping results of lager beer (5.0 % 

EtOH w/w) or high-gravity beer (8.1 % EtOH w/w) at low (1 °C) or high (20 °C) base beer 

temperatures, higher ethanol content and temperatures resulted in an increase of the β-

myrcene transfer rates by a factor of about 2.9, 2.7, and 2.8, using Hallertau Blanc, Cascade, 

and Eureka!, respectively [152]. With regard to the impact of hop variety on transfer rates 

discussed in chapter 3.3.2, adjustments had slightly different influences on transfer rate 

increases. This chapter presented opportunities to influence the extraction of the hop oil 

components via the base beer. However, in the context of minimal transfer levels below 3.0 % 

in the case of β-myrcene, despite adjustments to process parameters, there are obvious 

limitations to extraction during dry hopping (cf. chapter 3.1.1). 
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4 Conclusions 

The present dissertation disclosed that the concentrations of volatile hop components in dry-

hopped wort or beer are essentially determined by the composition of the hop material, the 

brewer´s yeast including fermentation products and the process of dry hopping itself. The 

effect of dry hopping was examined using volatile aroma components in hops and beer. The 

categorization of the transfer rates of oil constituents based on the octanol-water partition 

coefficient model served as an explanatory approach for their disproportional extraction from 

hops. The high-quality hop samples from the standardized field tests provided evidence that 

no qualitative losses in the beer are to be expected using hops for dry hopping having an 

increased proportion of seeds. It was confirmed that hop contain glycosidic flavor precursors 

and different ways were highlighted out of releasing aglycones during dry hopping. In the in-

depth analysis of the obtained hop samples, β-glucosidase activity was identified. Thus, an 

alternative source of enzymes was described, which have a hydrolyzing effect on glycosidically 

bound flavor precursors. The activity levels of the glycoside-hydrolyzing enzymes from hops 

and the brewing yeasts of the studies in the context of the present dissertation were 

comparatively minor. Therefore, the impact of hop- or yeast-derived enzymes on the 

hydrolysis of glycosides is regarded as being low. In the context of glycosides, the present 

research project failed to assign the proportions of flavorings present in beer, e.g. linalool and 

geraniol, to the potential sources of hop oil or flavor precursors. This kind of information 

would be helpful to more precisely define flavor-relevant processes during dry hopping. 

Brewer´s yeast was identified as being an important factor that influences the concentrations 

of volatile hop components. Different metabolic reactions and interactions caused changes in 

concentrations, especially of monoterpene alcohols. Concentration-increasing effects were 

firstly determined in case of de novo synthesis, and new insights into the geraniol metabolism 

were presented. Geraniol concentration decrease occurred was found to be yeast strain-

specific and influenced by the wort original gravity. As a result of the specified yeast activities, 

possible impacts on dry hoppy beer flavor were consistently demonstrated, especially in the 

case of citrussy notes. Further yeast activities were proven to influence terpenes. It was 

confirmed that adsorption on the yeast cell surface and volatilization are major factors for 

significant losses of monoterpenes such as β-myrcene during the main fermentation. With 

regard to the dry hopping regime, hop additions during main fermentation led to losses of 

terpenoids by one third compared to additions to matured beer. Terpenes were only 

solubilized in significant amounts when adding hops to matured beer. It was concluded that 

in general, early dry-hopping additions will emphasize floral, fruity and citrus-like flavors, 

whereas only late additions will lead to herbal, and resinous beer flavors. Investigating 
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different hop varieties showed that aroma-, bitter- and dual-purpose hops are equally suitable 

for dry hopping, and only a slight decrease in the transfer rates of samples with high α-

contents together with low oil contents was identified. The possibilities and limits of increasing 

the extraction of the hop flavor components process parameters within a static dry-hopping 

regime were clearly demonstrated. Besides the hop dosage amount, the temperature and the 

alcohol content of the base beer were determined as effective parameters to influence dry 

hopping result. Adjustments to the dosing and the two basic beer properties mentioned 

previously not only influenced the concentrations of the oil components in beer, but also their 

composition. Consequently, various options were provided to influence the dry hoppy flavor 

of beer. This research paper sheds light on the complex relationship between the hop raw 

material, yeast metabolism activities, dry-hopping regime and the contents of hop flavorings 

in final beer. The presented insights into flavor-relevant factors of the dry hopping process can 

help to shape beer flavor. 
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5 Outlook 

The investigation into the factors that influence the concentration of volatile hop aroma 

components in the cold area is a challenging task. Reactions with opposite effects can take 

place simultaneously, particularly in the case of dry hopping during fermentation. 

Concentrations of a compound such as geraniol can decrease in the course of yeast 

metabolism, and effects that increase this concentration can also occur due to 

transformations of geranyl acetate or glycosides. In order to unequivocally determine the 

relevant processes for the dry hop aroma, model tests were carried out in the context of this 

dissertation in which, for example, unhopped malt extract wort was used to study de novo 

synthesis (cf. chapter 3.2.3) or reference substances to study geraniol metabolism (cf. chapter 

3.2.4) instead of wort or hop material. In all model and authentic dry-hopping approaches, 

standardized laboratory-scale test setups were used. When up-scaling dry-hopping attempts, 

it must be taken into account that there may be changes in the beer aroma. The impaired 

homogenization of hop pellets in storage vessels on an industrial scale has been described as 

causing reduced extraction rates [100]. Nevertheless, studies should also be carried out on an 

industrial scale in order to test the effects of the identified factors on the beer flavor outside 

of a laboratory environment. In the context of industrial brewing, the beer production steps 

of stabilization, filtration, bottling, and also storage may further influence the concentrations 

of hop volatiles in beer [169, 170], and should therefore be considered in future studies in the 

field of dry hoppy beer flavor. 

The fact that several flavor-relevant processes take place at the same time in dry hopping, e.g. 

adsorptions, vaporizations, glycoside hydrolysis, and previously mentioned reactions must 

also be considered when investigating process parameters. Changing a parameter can 

influence both, the extraction properties and biochemical reactions in the beer matrix. In the 

case of an increase in the temperature of the base beer, this may firstly lead to an increased 

capacity to dissolve hop components, and, secondly, to increased enzyme activity, e.g. β-

glucosidases are to be expected [145]. Accordingly, it would be interesting to investigate 

whether an increased β-glucosidase activity in dry hopping leads to an increase in the yield of 

aglycones. In addition to the base beer temperature, the effect of the enzymes introduced via 

yeast metabolism or hop material could be influenced by further adjustments, e.g. the base 

beer pH, and agitation. It is advisable to expand the investigations of enzyme activities to other 

enzymes that may potentially influence concentrations of flavor components. β-lyases are of 

particular interest, as they can release sulfur-containing volatiles by breaking cysteine bonds 

[134]. Among them, polyfunctional thiols such as 4MSP or 3SH were identified, which are 

known to be flavor-active in beer even in the low ppt range [55]. Recently, in a research project 

conducted in the broader scope of the present dissertation, it was demonstrated that many 
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brewer´s yeasts have the genetic prerequisite to form β-lyases, and actually showed these 

enzyme activities in model fermentations [171]. Thus, by using a particular yeast strain in beer 

production, there appears to be plausible impact on the thiol profile of dry-hopped beers. In 

another recent study it was discussed that certain yeast strains could release comparatively 

higher levels of thiols, e.g. 4MSP and 3SH, although proof was not provided [141]. 

The octanol-water partition coefficient model for transfer rates of volatile substances in dry 

hopping proved to be a useful explanatory tool. Therefore, it should be expanded to include 

other substances that can also influence beer flavor. Substances at log KOW levels between 

4.5–6.3 (e.g.: β-eudesmol: 4.88; α-copaene: 5.71 [172]) would be particularly suitable 

candidates, since there is no test data at those levels in the present model. In the context of 

the present dissertation, the volatilization of β-myrcene during the main fermentation was 

detected and interpreted as a result of its relatively poor solubility in aqueous solvents. 

However, quantitative data on the losses of hydrophobic substances would be a further step 

towards a better understanding of processes during dry hopping. Due to the differences in 

polarity of hop oil constituents, the solvent used in bubbling columns should be adapted for 

non-polar volatiles in further studies. For example, hexane would be suitable to study β-

myrcene. In future studies on fermentation gases, different geometries and scales of the 

fermentation vessels should be tested. Both factors influence the convection stream of the 

fermenting wort, which in turn influences the volatilization of flavor components [119]. High 

circulation rates of fermenting wort can lead to increased outgassing, which is known in the 

case of isoamyl acetate, for example, during wheat beer production [173]. Furthermore, the 

future use of innovative analytical methods and the establishment of previously unused 

methods, such as the electronic nose [174], could help to gain new insights into the flavor of 

dry-hopped beers. 
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